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Abstract
R ich  U pper Jurassic am m onite faunas have been collected recently from  several p ro ­
files in th e  T ransdanubian Central Range. The present paper gives the  first resutts o f th e  
taxonom ic work on these faunas from the  Bakony Mts, th e  western p a rt of th is  range. 
The T ithonian representatives of th ree fam ilies: Oppeliidac, H aploceratidae and Simocerati- 
dae are described as a  first step  in the  system atic trea tm en t o f the  am m onite faunas. Genera 
NewM/orwMcertM (with 5 forms), A'ioclieloceras, JTapiocerag (9 species, incl. one new : H . cosst- 
/erMtu nov. sp.), PseiaMM.soceras (w ith a single, new species: P . olortzi nov. sp.), Rtmoceros 
(w ith tw o species), Voianoceras (w ith 6 forms and a new, unnam ed subgenus), SMnolyloceras 
(w ith 3 forms, incl. one new species: <S. viyM nov. sp.) and Pyioyyroceras (w ith tw o species) 
are described and figured. The morphological descriptions are completed w ith  discussions on 
dim orphism , stratigraphic and paleogeographic distribution.
Introduction
The Upper Jurassic of the Transdanubian Central Range is very rich 
in fossils, especially in ammonites. The here studied and described material 
contains 2 specimens from the Kálvária Hill of Tata and from the Margit 
Hill of the Gerecse Mts., but the main sources of ammonites are Bakony 
Mountains localities: Rendkő, Eperkés Hill, Sümeg, Lókút Hill, Hárskút 
and Szilasárok. The latter four localities, which yielded the majority of the 
studied specimens, were described by ViGH (1984) and FŐZY (1987, 
1988).
The collected huge material (several thousands of specimens) serves as 
basis for future monographic treatment. The aim of the studies is to reduce 
the difference now exists between the faunistic knowledge of the Lower, 
Middle and Upper Jurassic.
Working out the whole Upper Jurassic ammonite fauna of the Trans­
danubian Central Range, one may expect not only a precise biostrati- 
graphic subdivision of á wide temporal interval, but a paleobiogeographi- 
cally based paleoenvironmental reconstruction and an evolutionary evalu­
ation also.
Systematic descriptions
The suprageneric categories are used in the system suggested by Do- 
NOVÂ . et a). (1981). The description oi the majority of the taxa was or­
dered as ioilows:
Materia!. A!! mentioned or figured specimens are deposited in the col­
lections of the Hungarian Geological Survey (.Budapest), inventory num­
bers refer to this collection.
Measurements. 1 he majority of the material consits of poorly-preser­
ved, fragmentary specimens, thus the measurements are occasionally un­
certain (marked with "?") or incomplete in several cases. The numbers 
refer to the following dimensions: diameter; whorl-height: whorl-width 
and umbilical width; the last three in the percentage of the diameter. 
Whorl-height means the value of the vertical projection of the height! 
Height and width in the ribbed Simoceratids refer to parameters measured 
between the ribs. All measurements (or the first ones in the cases of more 
than one measurements on the same specimens) refer to dimensions measu­
red at the maximal diameter of the specimen.
Description. Here the given taxon or occasionally a single specimen is 
described.
Remarks. Here comparison to related taxa or specimens are given.
Distribution. This paragraph gives both the stratigraphic and the geo­
graphic distributions of the taxon.
Dimorphism. Because of the incompleteness of the material and of 
some other factors, the identificationofdimorphic pairs on the specific level 
would meet some difficulties. Thus the present work follows the solution 
suggested by CALLOMON (1969, p. 116) distinguishing micro- and macro­
conch forms on subgeneric level, where it is possible.
Order Ammonoidea ZiTTEL, 1884 
Subroder Ammonitina HYATT, 1889 
Superfamily Haplocerataceae ZiTTEL, 1884 
Family Oppeliidae DouviLLE, 1890 
Subfamily Streblitinae SPATH, 1925
Genus /Sewii/bnTMceriM SPATH, 1925
Type species. AymMOMt/as FnMnMxt OrPEL, 1865, p. 547 by original de­
signation of SPATH (1925, p. 115).
Diagnosis. Small size, more or less excentrically-coiled body chamber 
with deep ventral furrow, ventrolateral tubercules, from where ribs arise 
occasionally. All these features are strongly variable.
Observations. This genus unites iorms which have been described un­
der the following names: S. darMuyd (NEUM.), S', genri/ornm (Orr.), S. yew- 
medioo:* (ZiTT.), ,S. dc.'MopKcofa (ZiTT.). Nevertheless, on the basis o fF N A Y 's 
work (1983) on the infraspecific variability of the Senif/crnMcera# species, 
it seems sufficient to keep only three names, beacause the two forms des­
cribed by ZiTTEL seem as varieties of S. /adanad.
^ _________________________________________ I. FOZY
ENAY and GEYSSANT (1975), realising the stratigraphic significance 
of the <$emi/hrmtcerog species, introduced a new zonation for the Mediter­
ranean Tithonian. As zonal indices, they suggested /9. darwMii (then inclu­
ded into the genus AeocAeíocerag), <S'. gemi/orme and
The first to draw attention to the infraspecific variability of &nm/or- 
wicerag was OnÓRiz (1978). Based on studies on the rich material from the 
Betic Cordilleras, he introduced three new subspecies.
ENAY (1983) reviewed and treated the previously described species 
and subspecies within a comprehensive phylogenetic framework. He enlar­
ged the sphere of the related zonal indices, with ranging N E U M A Y R 's 
"darwmi" into the genus. As a result, ^ewi/orniiremg attained a distin- 
gished role in the biostratigraphy of the Tithonian.
iSemi/brwdcemg is an important element in the Hungarian faunas, 
too: ViGH (1984) recorded <S./aMaiari and <S. genif/bryne from the Bakony 
Mts.
One should bear in mind, that this genus, despite its relatively rich 
documentation, poses also numerous unanswered questions. Especially in 
the light of ENAY's work (1983) it is curious, that the small & ye?M?neJJaroi 
(a close ally of <S'. /aMaMari) occurs in the base of the Semiforme Zone of 
the Kogoznik Beds (K u T E K  and W iE R Z B O W sm  1979, p. 201). CECCA et al. 
(1985) recorded a specimen very similar to <S. yeMMHeKaroi from similar ho­
rizon in the Apennines. These latter authors regarded this "/aAfaMad- 
related" & yenuneMaroi, and the stratigraphically older form similar to 
the zonal index as two independent species. I t  is noteworthy, that a small­
sized, A/aMuMxi — like ammo nite was found in a similar stratigraphic po­
sition in the Hárskut II. profile, Bed 62.
Occurrence. The genus is a characteristic element in the Mediterranean 
Lower and Middle Tithonian. <$*. JarwMM, & gemi/brine and & /aHaMxi are 
consecutive indices of the respective zones.
Dimorphism. <S*emyormicerag comprises of microconch forms of a pro­
bably dimorphic group. This is suggested by the small size and the anomally 
coiled body chamber of the species. The macroconchs were supposedly 
found within the genus AeocAefocerag by ENA Y (1983). I t  is noteworthy, that 
the <Semt/or??Mcerag-bearing beds of the Bakony profiles commonly yield 




Material. A single specimen (J — 10867) from Bed 94 of the Szilasárok 
profile.
Description. The whorl-section, the rapidly flattened ribs arising at the 
umbilical seam, and the fine ventral crenulation of this fragmentary inter­
nal mould shows close similarity to the forms described by D o N Z E  and 
E N A Y  (1961) as & aff. gewi/orme. The Szilasárok ammonite shows addi­




F*MyMre 7. <Se?ní/'or?;MCíva.s sp. (J — 10SŰ7). 
SzüaRárok, Bed 94. Semiformc Zone.
*S67a;/7777::c67U5 5C7777/b777:c (OrPEB, ]865) 
Plate I. fisrs. ]. 2. 3.
1865 ^ 77777707:7/65 567777/0777775 Opp. — OppEL, p. 547.
1870 OppeJÍM 567^7/0777775 Opp. -  ZrrTEE, p. 59, pl. 28, figs. 7, 8.
1956 Re?M(/br?Hice;vM .sewi/brme (Opp.) — ÁRKÉPP, pl. 43, fig. 1 . 
non 1961 <S'ew((brwMcerfMaff. 567777/0777:6 (Opp.) — IlONZE and^ENAY p. 
60, figs. 11 — 13.
1978 <S'e7a;yb7'//Mce/Yí3 567777/ 07*77:6 567777/077776 (Opp.) and subspp. — Opó- 
R iz , pp. 6 8 -7 4 , pl. 3, figs. 1 -7 .
1983 ¿ '6777/ 077777*667775 5e777 7/o77776 (O pp.) — ENAY, p . 120, figs. 3 /5  — 14.
1984 ¿e7777/b777::c677M5e77:7/b777:e (Opp.) — ViGH, p. 143, pl. 1, fig. 6.
1986 ¿67777/77777:766705 567777/077776 (OPP.) — S A R T I, p. 494, pl. 1, fig. 7.
1987 ¿6777{/o777:7ce7a5 56777:/or77M (OPP.) — FŐZY, pl. 1, fig. 2 — 3.
Material. Six internal casts (J -1 0 8 6 7 -J -1 0 8 7 3 ; J -10171) from the 
Bakony profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10871 ?61 ?31 (50.8) -  10 (16.3)
J  —10872 64 31 (48.4) — 8 (12.5)
J - 10869 73 35 (47.9) -  10 (13.6)
Description. The specimens from Bed 59 of the Hárskút, Közöskút ra­
vine, profile II  ( J - 10869. J - 10870: Pl. I, fig. 1), with the conspicuously 
excentric coiling and tubercules on the body chamber resemble most clo­
sely the subspecies ¿ . 567777/077776 /M&ero.s-MT?: Oi.ÓRiz. One specimen shows a 
part of the crenulation on the venter of the phragmocone, which is so clearly 
visible on the lectotype. I t  is conspicuous, that in the Hárskút specimens 
the ventral furrow becomes unusually wide, and this resembles rather the 
species 'S. 7/77777:777 (NEPMAYR) than the narrow ventral groove of ZiTTEL's 
species.
The here figured specimen (Pl. I, fig. l), on the basis of its compara­
tively big size, more excentric coiling, may come from the lower or middle 
part of the biozone.
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The specimen from Bed 53 of the Sziiasárok profile (Pl. I, fig. 2) is of 
medium-size and moderately excentric in coiling. The phragmocone is 
largely gone by dissolution. At the beginning of the body chamber, near 
to the ventrolateral margin, well-visible are the strong tubercules, the cha­
racteristic feature of the species. The ventral furrow is narrow. The flank of 
the body chamber is smooth, without tubercules or stronger ribs. The few 
tuberculelike swellings can be probably due to preservational causes. All 
these features indicate the upper part of the biozone.
The Sümeg profile also yielded several specimens of this species. 
However, the majority of the material is fragmentary. These & semi/brine 
specimens were metioned in the faunal lists of ViGH (1984), and he figured 
one example. This specimen (J —10171) is refigured here (Pl. I, fig. 3). 
This is a medium-sized form with moderately excentric coiling. Its features: 
sculpture, strong grooves on the flank of the body chamber are typical to 
,S. ge/Mt/brme (at least to the lectotype), thus indicate the middle part of the 
biozone.
Another Sümeg specimen (Pl. I, fig. 4) is closer to the subspecies ¿M- 
&e?WM7M of OLÓRIZ.
Remarks. The specimens from the Bakony, similarly as those from the 
Subbetics, show great variability in coiling, sculpture and size.
Distribution. This species is the index form of the Semiforme Zone in 
the Mediterranean Tithonian.
Dimorphism. This species comprises of probable microconchiate 
forms.
<Se?ai/oraiiccra.s /a^aMai (OPPEL, 1865)
Plate, I, figs. 5 and 6
1865 AmwMMMies FaKawai Opp. — OPPEL, p. 547.
1870 OppeHa FaKaaai Opr. — Z iT T E L , p. 179. pi. 28, figs. 4, 5 and 6.
1870 O p p e i i a  C ew tT neM aro i Z iT T . — Z iT T E L , p. 180, pi. 28, f i g s .  10 and 11. 
1870 O p p e H a  d o i a i p J i c a / a  Z iT T . — Z iT T E L , p. 181, pi. 28, f i g s .  13 and 14. 
1890 AiMyHoaii&y ( 'O p p c J t a ^ F a M a a a i  O P P . -  T o u c A S ,  p. 578, pi. 13, f i g .  8. 
1928 O p p e K a  C c w m c J ^ a ro t  Z iT T . — B i.A N C H E T , p. 270, pl. 1, f i g .  3.
1976 6'ewM/orwMcera.s sp. ex gr. & /aJJaMai (Opp.) — PATRULius and Av- 
RAM, p. 18, pi. 9, fig. 5.
1978 Rewt/ormiceraN/aMaaat (Opp.) -  OLÓRiz, p. 74, pi. 13, fig. 8.
1978 Femi/braMcerag yewwieZJaroi (ZiTT.) — OLÓRiz, p. 76, pi. 3, fig. 9.
1983 S'em:/o/-micc?aA'/aNa^ai (Opp.) -  ENAY, p. 120, figs. 3 /14 -20 .
Material. A single, partly fragmentary specimen (J —10874) from the 
Sümeg profile.
Measurements.
J - 10874 ?32 11 (34.3) 8 (25) 12 (37.5)
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Description. ViGH (1984) mentions several specimens of & in
his faunal list from Sümeg. The here figured well-preserved but fragmentary 
specimen came also from his material. The swellings at the umbilical mar­
gin and the arising ribs, as well as the external furrow and the elongated, 
marginal tubercules are well visible.
Remarks. The specimen has a somewhat broader umbilicus as compa­
red to that on the forms figured by ZiTTEL, and its size and sculpture re­
sembles the specimen of ToccAS.
Distribution. The species is the index form of the Fallauxi Zone of the 
Mediterranean Tithonian.
Dimorphism. This species apparently unites microconchiate forms.
cf. (OrPEL, 1865)
Material. A single fragmentary specimen (J -10875) from Bed 54 of the 
Hárskút, Közöskút ravine profile II.
Remarks. The relatively big size, broad umbilicus and the lateral 
swellings of the specimen suggest the form described by OLÓRiz as subspe­
cies & gewi/orwe rô MTídM-s. The ventral part cannot be studied. The speci­
men probably indicates the lowermost part of the biozone.
Genus A'cocAê occTVM SPATH, 1925
Type species. OppEL, 1863, by original designation of
S P A T H  1925, p .  115.
.ZVeocAeiocerng div. sp.
Text-figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Material. 12 badly-preserved, fragmentary specimens (J —10876—
<1 — 10887) from the Bakony profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10876 116 63 (54.3) — ?16 (?13.7)
J - 10882 49 25 (51.0) -  ? 8 (?16.3)
Remarks. The exceptionally fragile, thin shell of JVeocAefocerag may 
have been less resistant to mechanical effects, thus all collected specimens 
are very badly preserved, subsolved, fragmented. All are insufficient ior 
closer determination. Nevertheless, these strongly oxycone shells are so 
characteristic elements in the Tithonian faunas, that their short descrip­
tion seems to be justified.
The single feature shown in numerous fragments is the whorl-section 
around the venter. Most common are forms with broadly flattened venter, 
with partial traces of the conella (Text-figs. 2 and 3). In some specimens the 
convergent, flat flanks meet in well-defined, marked keel (Text-fig. 4).
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Figure 2. A^eocAciocera-s sp. ( J  — 10876). 
Cross-section. Lókút Hill, Bed 48. Middle 
T ithonian, (?) Fallauxi Zone.
Figure 3. A^eocAeioeerns sp. ( J —10878). 
Cross-section. L ókú t H ill, Bed 26. 
M icrocanthum  Zone.
Figure 4. ATeocAeioceras sp. (J  — 10881). 
Cross-section. Szilasárok, Bed 95. 
Semiforme Zone.
4  ANNALES -  Sectio Geologies -  Tomus XXVIII.
Figure 5. AleocAeioceros sp. ( J  —10882). 
Cross-section, Szilasárok, Bed 99. 
Semiforme Zone.
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In one small, but probably adult specimen the venter of the body 
chamber shows characteristic tricarination (Text-fig. 5). This is similar 
to that on jV. g /ew .sp ig  forma of BERCKHEM ER and H O LD ER
(1959, p. 106).
Distribution. iVeocAê ocerag species are characteristic elements in 
the Mediterranean Tithonian (mainly in the lower and middle parts).
Dimorphism. ZEiss (1968) suggested infrageneric dimorphism in 
TVeocAciocemg. ENAY (1983) assumed, that the macroconchiate AewAc/o- 
cerag species are the pairs of microconchs ranged into the genus *S'e?H(/br- 
wicerag.
Family Haploceratidae Zittel, 1884 
Genus 7/apJocerag ZiTTEL, 1868
Type species, An̂ 7H07̂ /̂gg c/i/Ma/^g OrPEL, 1865, by subsequent desig­
nation of SrATH 1923,p . 14.
Observations. Identifications of the related species is greatly hampered 
by wide variability, especially in faunas of great specimen number, where 
transitory forms with transitional size, whorl-section and coiling appear 
between species weith statistically well-established features. Additional 
problem is that the different 7/ap7ocerug species of relatively simple mor­
phology show great similarity in their inner whorls, thus fragmentary speci­
mens are especially difficult or impossible to identify specifically.
Because of its common occurrence, this group needs special attention. 
The Szilasárok ammonite fauna of 3,500 specimens has 24%, while in the 
Hárskút, Közöskút ravine profile II the nearly 3,000 specimens has 30% 
representation of /A/p/ocewg. I t  is worth mentioning, that commonly only 
a single species, 77. 777.  ̂c/inM/Mw shows extremely high dominance.
Occurrence, //up/ocew.s and very close allies occur in the Mediterranean 
areas and in Mexico, Cuba and in India.
The earliest Hup/ocemg is probably 77. ioiJai from the Lower Kimmer- 
idgian of Bulagria (SAPUNOV 1979, p. 44). The genus is known mainly 
from the Tithonian. Its Lower Tithonian representation is subordinate, but 
great quantities appear from the Semiforme Zone onwards. 77up7ocemg 
evolved with moderate rate, with substage ranges of most species, however 
within the Tithonian some forms are useful as stratigraphic tools.
Dimorphism. Several attempts have been made to demonstrate di­
morphism or establish dimorphic pairs in the species groups of 77apA)cemg. 
B A R T H E L  (1962) suggested sexual dimorphism surprisingly between the 
species 77. and 77. g?agx!/CM. P A T R U L iu s  and A v R A M  (1976) in­
dicated that the microconchiate TVeoyJocAIcerag is the dimorphic pair of 
the genera 77apJocerag and AAoAggoccrag macroconchs. However, the name 
TVeoyJocAicerag is an objective synonym, as pointed out by ¿NAY and 
C EC C A  (1986, p. 49), and cannot be used in the interpretation of P A T R U L iu s  
and A v R A M .
E N A Y  and C EC C A  (1986) interpreted the 9 classic species and the here 
described 7/. f c t i s s i / e r M w  nov. sp. as macroconch and microconch forms 
of two species altogether. They applied (M) and (m) for dimorphs and they 
defined morphologically well-distinguished foms (earlierly species) with 
the word "morphe".
In  this present work the microconch #Mp/ocercM forms are treated — 
according to  the rule of priority — under subgenus name UypoJissoceras 
B R E iS T R O F F E R , 1947, while the macroconchs are discussed in the nominate 
subgenus.
Subgenus //apJocera.y (T7ap?oceros,) ZiTTEL, 1868 
Remarks. This subgenus comprises the big, microconchiate species of
LfapJoceras (TfapJocera^) eHwG/MW (OppEL, 1865)
Plate II, figs. 1 and 2, 3.; Text-fig. 6
1865 Opp. — OPPEL, p. 549.
1868 Opp. — ZiTTEL, p. 79, pi. 13, figs. 1 — 7.
1870 #<zp%ocern.s O p p . — Z iT T E L , p .  169, p i .  27, f i g .  7.
1890 #apJoce?YM eHwMtiWM Opp. — T o u C A S , p. 576, pi. 13, fig. 4.
1925 Opp. — SpATH, p. 153, pi. 1, fig. 1.
1960 #apJocera.s Opp. — CoLLiGNON, pi. 142, figs. 536 and 537.
1962 #a^?Zocer6M Opp. — BARTHEL, p. 11, pi. 1, figs. 12 — 17.
1966 7/apJoccm.s Opp. — PEJO, p. 97, text-fig. 4.
1976 7/apJoccra.s Opp. — ViGH in FiiLOP, p. 72, pi. 25, fig. 4.
1978 #apfoce7YM Orp. — OLORiz, p. 12, pi. 1, figs. 2 and 3.
1979 //ap/ocera-s eJMMa/Mwi Opp. — SAPUNOV, p. 42, pi. 7, figs. 1 and 2.
1984 7/apJoccra.s Opp. — Rossi, p. 88, pi. 31, figs. 11 and 12.
1986 /fapJoccra.s ^7/apJocera^^ (M) (Z.) morphe —
ENAY and CECCA, pi. 4, figs. 1—5.
Material. 7 numbered ( J —10888 —J —10894) and several hundred 
unnumbered, mainly badly-preserved, thus uncertainly identified speci­
mens from the Bakony profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10888 ?117 ?58 (?49.5) -  ?23 (?19.6)
J - 10889 ?134 ?60 (?44.7) 38 (?28.3) ?36 (?26.8)
J - 10893 73 34 (46.5) 22 (30.1) 14 (19.1)
Description. Large ZfapJoceras with moderately narrow and not too 
deep umbilicus. The umbilical wall is low and steep, the ventrolateral edge 
is rounded and the venter is slightly arched. The whorls are compressed 
with oval whorl-section, the maximal thickness lies near the umbilical mar­




Faywe C. 7/ap/occra.s ^7/ap/occra.s^ (OpPEL) ( J —10889).
Cross-sect ion. Rendkd, a  specimen coHected from th e  loose m aterial.
The she!! is unsculptured, but some rare specimens show very weak, 
slightly curved rib-like elements on the upper part of the flanks of the body 
chamber. Fine growth-lines are shown on the shell of some fairly preserved 
portions.
The suture-line is well-divided with developed, high first lateral saddle.
Remarks. The closest ally of //. is //. (V/J sfa-szycii.
On the basis of the whorl-section, however, the two species are usually 
easily distinguishable: the compressed whorls of /V. J  eHwdMM are oval 
in section, while the other species has less-compressed, subouadrangulate 
whorls.
R. J  is distinguished from //. f/VJ woMerf with its nar­
rower and smooth venter, while from //. f / / J  ca&si/erM7M. with the lack of the 
characteristic protrusion.
Distribution. This Ori'EL's species is a very common form in the Medi­
terranean Tithonian. Accordingly, this is a very frequent element all in 
the Bakony profiles.
Dimorphism. The forms ranged into this species are macroconchs.
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77apJocera^ (*77apJocera.s-s7a.s'zycii (ZEUSCHNER, 1846)
Text-fig. 7
1846 AwMiMwifes *S7a.szycíi Z. — ZEUSCHNER, pi. 4, fig. 3.
1868 77ap(ocew.s <S*fâ zyci7 Z. — GEMMELLARO, p. 34, pi. 7, figs. 1—3.
1870 /íapJoce/'H.s ^agzycii Z. — ZiTTEL, p. 168, pi. 27, figs. 2 — 6.
1879 77ap7ocera3 <S?as2ycM Z. — FoNTANNES, p. 11, pi. 2, fig. 4.
1960 77apJoccrag .ŝ a.szycii Z. — Cour.iGXOX, pi. 142, fig. 539.
1976 77apJoccm^ -s/íMzycM (Z.) — HmsuiASiiviLi, p. 67, pi. 2, fig. 2.
1978 /7opiocc w.s .s/cM-zycM (Z.) — Oi.ÓRiz, p. 15, pl. 1, fig. 1.
1979 77apJocerag (Z.) — SAPUNOV, p. 43, pi. 7, fig. 3.
1984 77apJccera.s aúMzycM (Z.) — Rossi, p. 89. pi. 31, fig. 8.
1986 77np^ocera.s ^77apJocera^J coracú^eig (M.) (Z.) morphe ,s/a.s2ycti — 
ENAY and CECCA, pi. 4, fig. 2.
Material. A single numbered specimen (J —10895) from Bed 50 of 
Hárskút, Közöskút ravine profile II, and some other fragments of 
unceratin identification.
Measurements.
J - 10895 103 50 (48.5) 44 (42.7) 20 (19.4)
Description. Medium-sized forms with relatively narrow umbilicus 
and quadrangulate whorl-section.
Remarks. The "typical", morphologically well-restricted 7/. (77.,? 
is a rare ammonite. As is was suggested by previous authors, this 
species of ZEUSCHNER shows transitions toward other, big Tíap/oceríM 
species. Most of the specimens figured in the literature are fragmentary or 
immature. Thus the specific interpretation is uncertainly based.
For distinguishing 77. f77.J -súMxycíi from 77. 77.
and 77. cu.s'.s'i/crM??!, see the remarks of these species, respectively.
Distribution. This species, usually together with 77. eHMMdM??:, is men­
tioned by several authors from the Mediterranean Tithonian.
Dimorphism. The species unites macroconch forms.
77up/ocera.s f77ap(ocera^ M/ioniwM (OPPEL, 1965)
Text-fig. 8
1865 7if/;oKÍM.s Opp. — OPPEL, p. 549.
1868 A?;w?o?i;7c.s Opp. — ZiTTEL, p. 82, pi. 14, figs. 1—3.
1976 ATeoK-asocerfM ( 7 O'/AoKÍM.s (Opp.) — ViGH in FüLÖP, p. 72, pi. 25, 
fig. 5.
1976 77<-?p/wc/'M.S' /ú/;o?íÍMS' Opp. — HiMSHiASHViLi, p. 67, pi. 2, fig. 1.
1978 77up^ocera,s fif/ioKÍMw (Opp.) — OLÓRiz, p. 20, pl. 1, figs. 4 and 5.
1984 77%p7ocern3fif/io7MM?Mpe?'M7M&!7ic<%M??:nov. ssp. — ViGH, p. 69, pl. 1, 
fig. 1.
Material. A single, badly preserved specimen (J —10896) from Bed 
42 of the Szilasárok profile.
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7. f / a p / o c c r a g  ^ / V a p / o c c r a ^  N ia ^ z y c ff  (Z E C S C H N E R ) ( J — 10893). 
Cross-section, H arskdt, K ozoskut ravine, profile II , Bed SO. Failauxi Zone.
Measurements.
J - 10896 60 30 (50.0) 20 (33.3) ?7 (?11.6)
Description. The figured specimen is a wholly septate, slightly corro­
ded fragmentary internal mould. The umbilicus is narrow and shallow. 
The umbilical wall is low, without definite umbilical edge. The ventrola­
teral margin is rounded, the flanks are flattened. The whorl-section is 
compressed, nearly angular.
Remarks. //. a/AowiM/a is close to 7/. .s/a.sxyc; i in its size and whorl- 
section. This similarity was recognized also by OLORiz (1978) and ViGH 
(1984). Forms with whorl-section and umbilical width transitional between 
the two species were described by OLdRiz as //apJoccrag stasxycM (Z.)
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yigMre & Tfa^oceraa Rfap^oceraá) Irí7to?tÍM?n (OppEi.) ( J —10896). 
Cross-section. Szilasárok, Bed 42. U pper Tithonian.
(Orp.), and by ViGH as RapJocerag h'/AoMtMw perMwt-
óiZica/Mw nov. ssp.
On the other hand, R. is dose to forms ranged into the genus
ReoHssoceras S rA T H , 1923. This is why K iL iA N  (1869, p. 644) mentioned an 
ammonite as RapJoceraN Crasi D 'Ű R B .  sp. Opp. sp. B L A N C H E T
(1928, p. 292), similarly, cited the species tithonium as a variety of the spe­
cies of D 'O R B IG N Y .
Distribution. This species is characteristic, but not too common in 
Mediterranean Tithonian faunas. The here figured specimen came from 
the Upper Tithonian of the Szilasárok profile.
Dimorphism. The species unites macroconch forms.
RapüoceraN (RapFocera-s,) tcoAJert (OPPEL, 1865)
Plate III, figs. 1 and 2; text-fig. 9
1865 dwiwoaúas' tT<57i7eri Opp. -  OPPEE, p. 549.
1868 ITöMeri Opp. -  ZiTTEL, p. 84, pi. 14, fig. 4.
Material. 4 specimens (J —10897—J —10899, J  —10149) from the 
Hárskút 12, Eperkéshegy and Sümeg profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10897 105 -  36 (34.2)
J - 10898 130 64 (49.2) ?54 (?41.5) ?26 (?20.0)
J-10899 146 70 (47.9) ?62 (?42.4) ?35 (?23.9)
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F%Mre .9. /fip/ocern.s woA/erí (Ot-PEL) ( J  —10899).
Eperkéshegy, Bed 6. Lower Tithonian.
Description. This is the biggest //apJocerog species. The umbiiicus is 
narrow, moderately deep, the umbihca! and ventrolateral margins are 
rounded. The lateral sides are slightly convex, the venter is arched. The 
whorl-section is compressed oval. The body chamber occupies more than 
the half of the last whorl. The venter of the last half whorl of the adult 
specimens is sculptured by characteristic ribs.
Remarks. This rare species has been not figured since ZiTTEL (1868) 
and even its citations are scarce in the literature.
The Hárskút specimen (Pl. II, figs. 1 -  2), with its ribs on the external 
side of the body chamber and the outline of the aperture matches well the 
specimen from Stramberg. \ \  hether the strong ribs are continuous down on 
the flanks (as on Z iT T E L 's  ammonite) cannot be decided because of the 
corrosion of the Hárskút specimen. On the other hand, the outline of the 
upper part of the aperture is clearly visible, with the elongated ventral and 
the deeply sinuous lateral part. The strong lappet shown on Z iT T E L 's  figure 
is only guessed. There are some conspicuous differences, too: the specimen 
from Stramberg is bigger, accordingly its body chamber is wider and its 
ventral ribbing is stronger.
The 'typical appearance" (i. e. bigger size, wide venter) is better app­
roached by the specimen from the Eperkcshegy profile. However, these 
specimens, probably due to the lack of the shell and to subsolution, do not 
show the characteristic ventral ribs.
Distribution. This species has been cited by ToucAS (1890) from 
Ardéche, with Upper Tithonian — Lower Cretaceous ammonites. ÜLÓRiz 
(1978) described two specimens from the lower part of the Richteri Zone of 
the Sierra Gorda. ViGH (1984) mentioned numerous specimens from the 
Middle Tithonian of the Sümeg profiie. The Hárskút specimen came from 
an Upper Tithonian assemblage, while the Eperkéshegy specimen was 
yielded by a bed ranged into the Lower Tithonian.
Dimorphism. The species comprises of macroconch forms.
HapJocerag (^7/apJocerag  ̂ caggi/erawi nov. sp.
Plate IV, figs. 1 and 2, Plate V, figs. 2 and 3, 
text-fig. 10
1 9 7 8  # a p % o ce rag  s p .  1. — O L Ó R iz, p .  3 0 , p l .  1. f ig s .  9  a n d  10 .
1 9 8 6  H a p Jo c c ra .s  (T b J a m ^ e g J  t 'e r rM c i/e rw a  (Z iT T E L) (M ) — E N A Y  a n d
CECCA, p. 48, pl. 1, figs. 1 and 9.
Derivatio nominis: cassis (Lat.) = helmet; fero (Lat.) = to bear. The 
name refers to the protrusion appearing on the ventral termination of the 
adult body chamber.
Locus typicus: Lókút Hill, Transdanubian Central Range.
Stratum typicum: Bed 56 of Lower Tithonian age.
Diganosis: Relatively big and moderately evolute HapJocerag with 
compressed, quadrangular whorls. Behind the adult aperture there is a 
strong ventral flare resembling that on //. fV/yJ verrMci/erMTM.
Material. Besides the holotype (J —9672) there are two good and three 
poorly-preserved sapecimens from the Bakony profiles and from the Kál­
vária Hill of Tata ( J - 10900- J - 10903, J - 8048).
Measurements.
J -9 6 7 2  (Holotype) 102 ?45(?44.1) ?36(?35.2) ?23(?22.5)
J -8 0 4 8  105 45 (42.8) 32 (30.4) 26 (27.4)
83 38 (45.7) -  20 (24.0)
J - 10900 100 42 (42.0) -  28 (28.0)
J - 10901  10 2  4 3  (4 2 .1 )  ?43  (? 3 3 .3 )  ?2 8  (? 2 7 .4 )
Description. Big HapJocerag with ca. 10 cm adult diameter. A modera­
tely evolute form, with excentrically coiled body chamber. The umbilicus 
is shallow, the umbilical wall is steep, leaning back inside, both on speci­
mens with shell and on the casts. The umbilical margin is rounded, the 
flanks are slightly convex, nearly flat, and meet the arched venter with 
rounded ventrolateral edge. The whorls are compressed, their section is 
quadrangular or trapezoidal.
The body chamber occupies about the half of the last whorl. At its 
termination, behind the aperture, there is a very characteristic ventral 
flare. This is clearly shown on the shelly specimen (see that from Tata, 
Pl. V, fig. 3) and on the internal cast as well. Following the flare, there is a
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70. /Vap/ocer<M ca^T/erMw nov. sp. (J --  10902).
Cross-section. HArskut. KozoskOt ravine, profile 11, Bed 03. Darwini Zone.
moderately protruded extension with rounded margin. The lip-like rostrum 
— as far as it shown on the partly broken specimen — continues laterally 
in a slightly undulating apertural margin.
The internal moulds are completely smooth. The shelly specimen from 
Tata shows faint growth-lines.
The suture-line is strongly divided, as it is general in Haploceras. The 
first lateral saddle is highly elevated.
Remarks. This new species is similar to 7/. (TiyJ t-errMct/erMw.- both 
have the terminal flare on the body chamber. However, 7/. 7̂7 J  
can be easily distinguished from ZiTTEL's species by the smaller size of this 
latter. The adult specimens with preapertural flare have ca. 60 mm maxi­
mal diameter in 77. f77y J  t-errMci/erMTM, while this adult feature appears 
at ca. 100 mm diameter in 77. f 77.7 The shape of the pre­
apertural flare is also different, and the whorl-section of the two species are 
also dissimilar. In this latter feature 77. f77J fH.s.si/crMw is close to 77. f77j 
(ZEUSCHNEK). Nevertheless, previously published data suggest, 
that ZEUSCHNER's species is more involute. The pre apertural flare, as dis­
tinguishing feature needs further considerations. The original of ZEUScn- 
NER is a relatively young specimen, so lacks the flare, an adult character. 
ZEUSCHNER did not mention its presence in the description. This is the 
same with most of the subsequent authors (KiHAN 1889. DEL CAMrANA 
1905, BLASCHKE 1911, JEKELIUS 1916, RAMACCIONI 1939, DONZE and
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ENAY 1961). Most figured specimens are young or incomplete — thus 
without flare. Only Z iT T E L  (1870) and O L Ó R iz  (1978) mentions, that 
Z E U S C H N E n 's  species shows a weak protrusion behind the aperture. 
O L Ó R iz  (loc. cit., p. 33) even gave a drawing of this feature. However, it is 
probable, that the specimen figured as 77. ŝ a-sxycM, similarly as that des­
cribed as 77. sp. 1. by O L Ó R iz , can be ranged into 77. (*77 J  ca.s.si/erMM.
The form described here as new species, was regarded by ENAY and 
C E C C A  (1986) as conspecific and macroconch of the wrrMci/ertiw of Z iT T E L . 
According to their studies, this "species" was separated even in the top­
most Darwini Zone. Those forms with pre-apertural flare are ranged by 
these authors into their subgenus 77ap/ocera.s (Tb/aM.i?as .̂
Distribution. The holotype came from the Lower Tithonian of the Ló- 
kút profile, other specimens were yielded by the Hárskút, Közöskút ra­
vine profile II, Beds 63 and 64, Darwini Zone.
The 77ap/ocera.s sp. 1. specimens of O L Ó R iz  from the Subbetics came 
from the Lower Tithonian (upper Hybonotum Zone — basal Verruciferum 
Zone). According to the studies of E N A Y  and C E C C A , who interpreted the 
species in wide sense, gave a distribution from the top of the Darwini 
Zone to the base of the Fallauxi Zone.
Dimorphism. 77. f77 J  ccMsi/erMwi includes probably macroconch forms 
I t  is possible, that this new species is the dimorph pair of the microconchia- 
te 77. (^77yJ perrMci/erMin.
Subgenus 77ap7oceras (WypoH&socertM,) B R E iS T R O F F E R , 1947
Type species. caracA%Aei3 Z E U S C H N E R , 1847, by original
designation of B R E IS T R O F F E R .
Observations. This subgenus includes the microconch pairs of th 
macroconchiate 77a%7oceras.
77apJocer<M (TfypoH&socerag,) caracA^AeM (Z E U S C H N E R , 1846)
Plate III, figs. 3 and 4
1846 caracAáAeTs Z. — ZEUSCHNER, pi. 4, fig. 1.
1868 caracA^AcM Z. -  ZiTTEL: p. 84, pi. 15, figs. 1 - 3 .
? 1970 caracA%Ae:.s Z. var. Z. — Zittel, p. 172, pi.
27, fig. 11.
1877 ^77apJocerascaracA7Aeig Z. — F A V R E , p. 24, pi. 3,
fig. 5.
1879 77apJocerag caracA/Aci.s Z. -  F o N T A N N E S , p. 10, pi. 2, fig. 3.
1880 (̂ 77apJoccrcM) caracA^Aeia Z. — FAVRE, p. 29, pi. 2, 
fig. 10.
? 1890 77apJocera<s caracA/Aci.s Z. -  T o u c A S ,  p. 577, pi. 13, fig. 5, pi. 15, 
figs. 7 and 8.
? 1893 TfapTocercM caracÂ AeM Z. — R E T O W S K i, p. 242, pi. 9, f i g s .  10 
and 11.
1939 Zi-MocertM caracAfAeig (Z.) -  R A M A C C iO N i, p. 196, pi. 13, fig. 13.
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1962 C7ocAiceragcamcAlA;Ae:g(Z.) -  B A R T H E L , p 17 pi 2 fie 1 - 4  
pi. 3, figs. 1 -7 . -E - - S-
non 1970 AAap/ocerag (̂ AAapJoceraĝ  caracA/Acig (Z.) — BERNOULLI and 
Renz, p. 597, pi. 5, fig. 2.
1976 V/ap/ocerag ^AcoyJocAiccrag  ̂ caracA/Aeig (Z.) — PATRULius and 
A VRA M , p. 168, pi. 3. fig. 8.
1978 (WocAicerag fZiayMTalicerag^ caracAlAeig (Z.) — (iLORiz p 124
pi. 10, figs. 6 -8 . . .
1979 (7/ofAicerag fC/ocAicgrag^ caracA/Aaig (Z.) -  SAi-UNOV p 64
pi. 14, fig. 2. - i - -
1983 AAapJoccrag" caracA/Aeig (Z.) -  C EC C A  et a!., p. 114, pi. 1. fig. 3. 
non 1984 "AAapJocerag" caracA/Aeig (Z. Z , -  Rossi, p. 91. pi. 31, fig. 3.
1984 AAap/ocerag fM-oy/ocAtcerag )̂ caracA/Acig (Z.) -  ViGH pp. 145 
and 146.
1986 A/ap/orews ^AAap/oceraĝ l caracA/Aeig (m) (Z) morphe caracA- 
7Aeig -  ENAY and C EC C A , p. 49. pi. 2, figs. 3 and 4. pi. 3, figs. 1, 
2, 10-14 (only) u . 8 -
Material. 6 numbered specimens ( J - 10904- J - 10909) and numerous 
fragments from the Balcony profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10909 45 17 (37.4) 12 (26.6) 13 (28.8)
35 11 (31.4) ?10 (?28.5) 8 (22.8)
Description. Small to medium-sized species with 60 to 65 mm maximal 
diameter. The umbilicus is moderately wide and shallow. The umbilical 
wall is rathei low and steep, with rounded umbilical margin towards the 
hardly convex, almost flat flanks. The ventrolateral edge is rounded, the 
venter is slightly convex. Accordingly, the whorl-section is nearly rectan- 
gulai. Mote than hall of the last whorl is occupied by the body chamber. 
On the ventral side oi the body chamber numerous folds appear, which 
are conspicuous on subsolved specimens only behind the aperture. In ex­
ceptional cases even the internal moulds show the aperture, which is very 
similar to that of the specimens figured by Z iT T E L  and B A R T H E L . The ter­
minal ventral protrusion can be seen in several specimens, and occasio­
nally the lateral lappets are also indicated.
1 his is a rather variable species. Coiling, form of the umbilical margin 
and depression of the venter show some differences, which were noticed 
previously by Or.oHix. However, those narrowly-umbilicated froms which 
were figured by B E R N O U L L I and R E N Z  (1970) and Rossi (1984) are probab­
ly not conspecific.
Lemarks. Except the verruciferum group, all classic /Aap/ocerag spe­
cies have been regarded by ENAY and CsccA (1986) as the macro- and 
microconchs and their infraspecific forms of a single species. Accordingly, 
the name of this so widely interpreted species is /A. caracA/Actg (ZuuscH- 
NER), by priority.
77. (̂ 77y.̂  caracA^Aeis is most closeiy allied to 77. (77yJ Jeiosowa. The 
adults of Z E U S C H N E R 's  species, however, are well distinguished by their 
smaller size, narrower umbilicus and more oblique umbilical wall. Further 
difference is that 77. (07yJ carac/dAeis has more ventral folds.
Distribution. 77. 777yJ caracA/Aci-s is a characteristic element in Medi­
terranean Tithonian faunas. Accordingly, it occurs in all Bakony profiles.
Dimorphism. The group of Z E U s e n x E R 's  species unites microconchiate 
forms, a fact suggested previously by other authors, too.
77ap?oceraN ^77ypoZigsocerag^ JetoNowia (OrPEL, 1865)
Plate III, figs. 5, 6, 7, text-fig. 11
1865 Opp. — OPPBL, p. 550.
1870 A;a??w?d/e.s Jeiogoma Orp. — Z iT T E L , p. 86, pi. 14, figs. 5 and 6.
1890 77ap?ocera.s Je:oso?Ma Opr. -  ToucAS, p. 594, pi. 15, figs. 9 and 10. 
1960 77apJoceras /eio&o?Ha (Opp.) — RAILEANU et al., p. 17, pi. 6, fig. 16. 
1978 "77apJoccrag" /eio.so?aa (Opp.) — Oi.dKiz, p. 29, text-fig. p. 33.
1986 77ap/occ/a.s 777a /̂ocera.s'7 carac/dAeis (m) (Z.) morphe /eio.soma -  
ENAY and CECCA, pi. 2, fig. 9, pi. 3, figs. 3 — 5.
1986 77apZocera.s ("77apJoceraaJ caracA/Aeia (m) (Z.) — E N A Y  and C E C C A , 
pi. 2, figs. 1, 8, pi. 3, fig. 6.
Material. Six numbered internal mould (one with partially preserved 
shell) ( J —10910 —J —10915), and numerous uncertainly determined frag­
ments from the Bakony profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10191 39 19 (48.7) 14 (35.8) 7 (17.9)
?32 17 (?53.1) 12 (?37.5) 6 (?18.7)
Description. Small form with 40 mm maximal diameter. The umbili­
cus is narrow, the umbilical wall is slightly oblique and rounds evenly into
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F M /M re 77. 7/ap/ocera.? /eMiROMict ( O r r E L )  (J  — 10910).
Cross-section. H árskút, K özöskút ravine, profile II , Beds 45. FaHauxi Zone.
the completely flat lateral side. The ventrolateral margin is rounded, the 
venter is almost flat. The whorls are higher then wide, their section is 
quadrangular. The extern anterior part of the body chamber in adult spe- 
cimens bears some (10 to 12) fine ventral grooves, which are deepest in the 
middle of the venter. The folds between the grooves are hardly elevated 
above the periphery. One shelly specimen shows, that these folds are con­
tinued as slightly curved and weakening riblets onto the ventrolateral mar- 
gin and somewhat beyond. The body chamber occupies about the terminal 
half of the last whorl.
closest ally of 77. 777y J  JetoNoma is 77. f77yj caracMieM. 
the differences are discussed above, in the description of this latter spe­
cies.
Distribution. 77. f/7yJ ¿euMOMia is a characteristic element in the Medi­
terranean Middle and Upper Tithonian. The Bakony specimens came from 
beds of Semiforme, Fallauxi, Ponti and Microcanthum Zone ages.
Dimorphism. This species includes microconch forms.
77ap/ocera.s' 7T/ypoJi&socera.s7 rAtMofoMiMwt ZiTTEL, 1870 
Plate III, figs 8 and 9, text-fig. 12.
18 7 0 77ap7ocera.s r/iwo/oniMM ZiTT. — ZiTTEL, p. 171 , pi. 28. fig. 1.
1928 7/t.S'Aoccra.s' r/iwofoniMw ZiTT. — BLANCHET, p. 270, pl. 1. fig. 1.
1978 77ap/occras rAiao/oMiMiM ZiTT. — Oi.ómz, p. 22, pl. 1. fig. 12^
1986 77apZocgra.s- 777ap7ocera.s-; carar/^/ieig (m) (Z.) morphe r№to/oMMtm -  
ENAY and CECCA, p. 51, pi. 2, fig. 6.
Material. Three fragmentary internal moulds (J —10916 —J  —10919 
from the Hárskút. Közöskút ravine profile II.
Description. Each specimen is fragmentary body chamber of adult 
individuals, thus the periumbilical parts cannot be studied. The flanks are 
flat, the ventral part is rounded. The whorls are compressed. On the ter- 
minal part of the body chamber 5 to 6 strong, rectiradiate ventral folds 
appear. These folds are hardly elevated from the venter, and are separated
M ____________________________  I. FŐZY
F iy a re  72. HopIoceríM flIypoIássoceríMi rAwoIoyaam ZiTTEL ( J —1091S). 
Ventral folds appearing on the adu lt body chamber. H árskút, K özöskút 
ravine, profile II , Bed 43. Fallauxi Zone.
by deep grooves. Deepest grooves and strongest folds appear anteriorly, the 
folds gradually merge into the venter posteriorly.
Remarks. The ventral folds of the adults are so characteristic, th a t 
this is a solid base in distinguishing this species from the other congeneric 
forms.
Distribution. This species is a characteristic, bu t not too common ele­
ment in the Mediterranean province. ZiTTEL (1870) and Bi.ANCHET (1928) 
and ToucAS (1890) mentions this species from the Upper Tithonian. while 
OnÓRiz ranged his material into the "Admirandum — Biruncinatum Zo­
ne". The Bakony specimens came from Beds 45 and 47, i. e. from the Fal- 
lauxi Zone of the Hárskút profile.
Dimorphism. The forms ranged into this species are microconchs.
HapZoceras (*//уро/мзоссгалverrMci/erMW (ZiTTEl., 1869)
Plate IV, figs. 3 and 4, Plate V, fig. 1, Pl. VI, figs. 3 to 6, 
text-figs. 13 and 14.
1869 Атйиютм/ез verrMci/егмд MENEGHINI — ZiTTEL, p. 145.
1870 HapZoceras геггмс /̂сгмтм MGH. — ZiTTEL, p. 52, pi. 27, figs. 
8 - 10.
1890 HapZoccra.s мзггмс /̂сгмти MGH. -  T o u c A S ,  p. 577, pi. 13, fig. 7. 
1905 Нар^осегал геггмсз/ёгмуи MGH. — DEL C A M P A N A , p. 46, pl. 1, 
figs. 10 and 11.
1939 V)ÍA'ROcera.s terraci/eraiM MGH. — RAMACCIONI, p. 197, pi. 13, 
fig. 14.
1978 Яар^осегал уеггмс:/йгмт Мен. — ObÓRiz, p. 23, pl. 1, figs. 6 — 8.
1983 HapZoceraá реггмс^егмти (MGH.) in ZiTTEL — CECCA et al., 
p. 116, pl. 1, fig. 4.
1984 Нарйсегал реггмсз/егмтм MGH. -  R o ss i, p. 90, pl. 31, fig. 7. 
p ars  1986 I/apZoceras ("FoZamZes  ̂ иеггмсз/егмтм (ZiTTEL) (m) — ENAY
and CECCA, p. 48, pl. 1, figs. 2 — 8, pl. 2, figs. 11 — 15. (only)
1986 /fapZoce/a.s verrMci/crwM (ZiTT.) — SARTi, p. 490, pl. 1, fig. 6.
1987 HapZoccrag verrMci/eram (ZiTT.) — FőzY, pl. 2, fig. 4.
Observations. The first reference to this species is th a t of ZiTTEL (in 
BENECKE 1869, p. 145). His short description mentions, th a t one specimen 
of this characteristic species, kept in tha t time in the collections in Pisa, 
had been labelled as Ammonites verruciferus" by MENEGHINI. On the 
label there was written — with the very apt name — some remarks only. 
The first published description and figures, maintaining the name given 
orginally by MENEGHINI, are those of ZiTTEL. Consequently, he should be 
regarded as the author of the species.
Material. 23 numbered specimens ( J —10919 —J —10940, J  —10210) 
and some further, fragmentary specimens from the Bakony profiles.
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Measurements
J - 10210 43 13 (30.2) ?12  (?27.9) ?16 (?3 7 .2)
J  —10919 61 21 (34.4) ?18 (?29.5) 20 (32.7)
46 21 (45.6) ?16 (?34.7) 15 (32.6)
J - 10920 64 -  18 (28.1) 21 (32.8)
51 20 (39.2) 16 (31.3) 17 (33.3)
J - 10927 41 12 (29.2) 12 (29.2) 13 (31.7)
J - 10933 62 — 22 (35.4) 22 (35.4)
J-10934  45 15 (33.3) ?12  (?26.6) 15 (33 .3 )
J  —10935 68 22 (32.3) 18 (26.4) 21 (30.8)
54 21 (38.8) ?16 (?29.6) 16 (29.6)
J - 10938 53 20 (37.7) 16 (31.0) 22 (41.5)
Description. Medium sized, rather evoiute form. The aduit diameter 
is 41 to 68 mm. The umbilicus is broad and shallow, the umbilical margin 
is rounded. The whorls are slightly higher than wide, with nearly angular 
section. The usually somewhat excentrically coiled body chamber occupies 
about 2/3 of the last whorl. The aperture, seen rarely in internal casts, 
matches well that on the specimens of ZrrTEL. The very characteristic
^4_________________________ 1. F<3ZY
t 'e rrttc t/c rM m (Z rrT E L )(J—10920). 
Cross-section. L okdt H ill, Bed 53. 
Semiforme Zone.
T̂iyMre 73. 77ay)!ocerag 7̂7ypo/M.soceraŝ  
uerrMcyenwt (ZrrTEL) (J  — 10933). 
Cross-section. Sziias&rok, Bed 94. 
Semiforme Zone.
wart, or verruca on the external side of the end of the body chamber is 
shown by several specimens clearly. This small, 3 to 5 mm flare is protruded 
above the venter, it is slightly curved backward, then abruptly cut or gra­
dually slopes into the venter.
The suture-line is strongly divided, but cannot be traced exactly on 
the corroded internal casts.
Remarks. This species is easy to recognize but rather difficult to dis­
tinguish. The original figures of ZiTTEL show two adult specimens of rather 
different size: the bigger is 65 mm, the smaller is 43 mm. The large mate­
rial of Oi.ÓRiz, just as the Bakony specimens, shows variation within dis­
tant extremes, thus the species is rather variable.
Closest form to 77. f7fy J  uerrMci/erMTM is that described here as 77. f77J 
ca-só'i/erMW nov. sp. However, ZiTTEL's species differs in smaller size and 
in the outline of the characteristic terminal flare on the body chamber.
Distribution. 77. f77y.,l verrMci/eriMM is a characteristic element in 
Mediterranean Lower Tithonian faunas. The species is recorded from the 
whole Alp-Carpathian area. Being an easily recognizable and common form, 
which occurs in a well-defined horizon in the Lower Tithonian, OLÓRiz 
(1978) choosed it as a zonal index. However, the Verruciferum Zone cor­
responds more or less to the previously introduced Semiforme Zone of 
ENAY and C EY SSA N T  (1975). The priority of this latter name is not influ­
enced by the fact, that 77. f77 J  uerrMct/erMwt is usually more common than 
<S. in the fauna.
Dimorphism. ENAY and CECCA (1986) described the forms of the 77. 
verrMci/brMTM group as microconchs. According to these authors, the mac­
roconch pair is the form what described here as 77. ("77J ca-ssi/erwH nov. 
sp. The dimorphic relation of the two forms is quite reasonable.
Genus T ŝeMdoHgsoceras SPATH, 1925
Type species. VeMwayrin xiMeii BuROKHARDT, 1903, by original de­
signation of SPATH (1925, p. 113).
Occurrence. The genus is recorded outside the Mediterranean region, 
too. I t  is also known from Argentina, Cuba and Kurdistan.
Dimorphism. No dimorphism is proved within this genus.
P-seMdoH-ssocertM nov. sp.
Plate IV, figs. 1 and 2, text-fig. 15
Derivatio nominis: Referring to Dr. FEDERICO OLÓRiz, Spanish pale­
ontologist.
Locus typicus: Hárskút, Közöskút ravine, profile II, Bakony Moun­
tains, Transdanubian Central Range.
Stratum typicum: Bed 66, i. e. Middle Tithonian, Bálihálás Limestone 
Formation.
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Diagnosis: Medium-sized, rather evoiute form. Ventra! part in middle 
whoris is characteristically fastigate. Suture-line is PseitdoHasocera-s-type, 
but conspicuously reduced.
Material. The holotype (J —10941) and three additional fragmentary 
specimens (J —10942, J  —10943, J  —9769).
Measurements.
J - 10941 (Holotype) 89 29 (32.5) ?32 (?35.9) 32 (35 .9 )
61 28 (45.9) ?22 (?36.0) 16 (26.2)
J - 10942 57 19 (33.3) 13 (22.8) 20 (35.0)
Description. A medium-sized form with relatively broad and shallow 
umbilicus. The umbilical wall is steep, but not too high. The umbilical 
margin rounds into the slightly convex flanks. Maximal width is situated 
around the middle of the compressed whorls. The whorl-section is characte­
ristic: the venter is fastigate in the middle, and rounded on the outer 
whorls. The internal moulds do not show sculpture or growth-lines. The 
aperture is unknown. The holotype shows crowded last sutures. The slightly 
excentric body chamber occupies nearly the half of the last whorl. All these 
indicate adult, nearly complete specimen. On the middle whorl the first 
lateral lobe is clearly visible: it has characteristic, simply-serrated side. 
The periumbilical elements of the suture-lines are hardly discernible, be­
cause of subsolution.
Remarks. This new species is clearly distinguished from the P. ra.s?7c 
group [P. rasPe (OfPKL, 1865), P. (ZiTTEL, 1870), P. psevdo-
oMAíCMTM (HAUPT, 1907)]. These show subcircular whorl-section or rounded 
venter, while P. oJortzi has relatively high, compressed, slightly convex 
whorls.
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Etyw e 7.5. ¿ssocercM o/ortzi nov. sp. (Holotype, J — 10804). Suture-line. H árskút,
Közöskút ravine, profile II , Bed 60. Lower T ithonian, (?) H ybonotum  Zone.
The species of the P. ziMeH group [P. ziMeJi (BuRCKHARDT, 1903), 
P . coMcorsi DoNZE et ENAY, 1961, P. a&-g?ia SFATH, 1950, P . AatwiciiTu 
BARTHEL, 1962] are similar in many characters. The relatively high whorl- 
section is a common feature. However, P. o/orizi is distinguished by its 
wider umbilicus and conspicuously fastigate middle whorls.
The suture-line of this new species is similar to that of P . ¿xavaricwM. 
This latter, however, has different, narrower whorl-section. The Bakony 
specimens ranged into the new species are very near to PgeM&Pssoceras sp. 
2. of OLÓRiz (1978, pi. 2, fig. 4).
Distribution. The holotype came from Bed 66 (probably Hybonotum 
Zone) of the Hárskút, Kózoskút ravine, profile II. Other specimens were 
yielded by Beds 106 and 93 (Hybonotum and Semiforme Zones) of the 
Szilasárok profile and Bed 54 of the Lókút Hill profile. P-seMcMi.s.socera.s 
sp. 2 of OLÓRiz came from the Verruciierum Zone.
Dimorphism. To trace the possible dimorphic nature of this form needs 
further studies.
Superfamily Perisphinctaceae Steinmann, 1890 
Family Simoceratidae Spath, 1924
Observations. The name Pimocera^ was originally introduced by ZiTTEL 
in 1870 ior some Tithonian ammonites. Subsequently certain Kimmerid- 
gian forms from the several dozens of species ranged into this genus have 
been grouped into numerous newly designated genera. The same tendency 
can be followed in the case of the Tithonian forms. Thus the current Titho- 
cian genera of the family are as follows:
— <Si/Moceras ZiTTEL, 1870. Medium-sized, shallowly-umbilicated forms 
with oval whorl-section. The nucleus is ribbed, the middle and outer whorls 
have an umbilical and a ventrolateral tubercule-row, with denser tuber- 
cules in the latter.
— Firya^osMMOceras SPATH, 1925. Medium-sized forms with subrectan- 
gular whorl-section. Ribbing is formed mainly by bifurcating ribs with 
intercalated simple or rarely trifurcating ones.
— Zy¿oyyrocera.s SpATH, 1925. Medium- and small-sized, extremely evolute 
forms with oval whorl-section. The inner whorls bear fine ribs fading out 
on the middle whorls.
— PiwmJyfoceraá OLÓRiz, 1978. Medium-sized forms with oval whorl-sec­
tion, dense ribbing on the inner whorls, ribs and tubercules on the middle 
whorls and with smooth outer whorl.
— Baeficccera-s GEYSSANT, ENAY e t  BusNARDO, 1979. M edium - and  
big-sized, ex trem ely  evolu te form s w ith  quadrangu lar-trapezo idal whorl- 
section. T he shell is ribbed  th roughou t, characteristic  is th e  appearance o f 
sp lit, doubled ribs. T he m iddle and  o u te r whorls b ea r an  um bilical tu b é r­
culo row and  an  o u te r row o f  well-developed, clavus-like tubercu les.
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-  VoFanocern.s GEYSSANT, 1985. Middle- to big-sized forms with oval- 
quadrangular whorl-section. The entirely ribbed shell shows an umbilical 
and a better developed ventrolateral tubercule-row throughout, from early 
ontogenetic stages.
Recently several works have been pulished on the stratigraphic and 
geographic distribution of RMnocc/as. The new results suggest, that the de­
tailed outlining of phylogenetic connections may help to arrange the seve­
ral arbitrary genera into a refined system of fewer categories.
Occurrence. The available data indicate, that the group forms a cha­
racteristic element in Mediterranean and Submediterranean faunas. Earliest 
Simoceratids appear in the Lower Tithonian (Darwini Zone, SANTAN- 
TONio 1985), and the last representatives are RaeFicoceras described from 
the Upper Tithonian Microcanthum Zone. Phylogeny within the family 
seems to follow a trend of size increase and of reduction of dimorphic size 
ratio.
Dimorphism. Many groups within the family show dimorphism 
GEYSSANT (1979) suggested the presence of dimorphic pairs within the 
genus RaeFicoceras, while S A N T A N T O N io  (1985) recognized micro- and mac 
roconchs in the species .S', nasiense and <S'. voFancn.sc.
Genus VoFanocerag GEYSSANT, 1985
Type species. yUn/noniFe-s FoFanengis OPPEL, 1869, by original desig 
nation of GEYSSANT 1985, p. 679.
Observations. As GEYSSANT (1985) pointed out, several uncertainties 
arised from the improper designation of Rimoceras and its type. She res 
tricted the original Riwocera.s name to the R. ¿nrancinoF?on — R. acFwi/an 
dam group, and introduced generic name ToFanocerns for the *'S." voFnnen 
.se, "R." gc/werF&cF;Fayeri and "R." ae-sinengc species.
Diagnosis. Medium-sized, widely-umbilicated forms with nearly 
rectangular whorl-section. The inner whorls bear simple or bifurcating 
ribs, the middle and outer whorls have strong, radial, simple ribs with well 
developed umbilical and ventrolateral tubercules. The umbilical tubercule: 
are stronger than the outer ones. The whorls bear strong, slightly prorsira 
diate constrictions. The aperture is probably simple, the suture-line is rat 
her simple, Rwnocera$-type.
Occurrence. The FoFanoceras species are characteristic elements it 
Mediterranean and Submediterranean Lower and Middle Tithonian fau 
nas.
Dimorphism. The genus shows distinct dimorphism. S A N T A N T O N K  
(1985) recognized microconch-macroconch pairs within the species "S.' 
roFaMen.se and "8 ." ae.sinen.se. However, the specific pairing of dimorphs 
especially in the case of poorly-preserved material, is uncertain. According 
ly, in this present work the larger (macroconchiate) forms are ranged int< 
the nominate subgenus, while the small (microconchate) forms are groupet 
in UoFanoeeva.s nov. of subgeneric rank.
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Subgenus УоУммосегял CСо?яяосегя^) GEYSSANT, 1985 
ИоЛяяосегяз ^о?яяосе/'я&) го^яяеяне уо?яяся^е (OrrEL, 1863)
Plate VII, figs. 1, 2 and 3, Plate VIII, fig. 2, text-fig. 16
1863 у4ямяояйел Ро?ямеяз1з — OrPEL, p. 231, pi. 58, fig. 2. 
non 1870 Ямиосегяз Ро^яяея&е Opp. — ZiTTEL, p. 213, pi. 32, fig. 7 ( .syn - 
hetized drawing? — see GEYSSANT, 1985) 
non 1870 Ягяюсегяз Ро?яяеяде Opp. — ZiTTEL, p. 213, pi. 32, figs 8 an 
[ =  probably F. f F J  ?яяуяя?я (ObORiz)] _
2 1871 Ягяюсегяз Ио?яяеяйс OPP. — GnsiMEi.i.ARO, p. 40, pi. 9, iig. o. 
non 1885 Яйяосегя^ F o ^ e M e  Opr. -  MENEGHINI, p. 376, pi. 20, iig. 9 
[ =  F. CFJuesiwe^e(M GH.)]
non 1905 Яъяюсегял То?яяеяде Opp. — DEL CAMPANA, p. 110, p - ,
fig. 9 J =  F. (" F J  ?яяуямя! (Oi.dRiz)] , ^ r-
non 1928 <SiiMOceras aff. FoJaM ^e Opp. — KRANTZ, p. 13, pi. 3, iig. 7.
(Probably different genus) , ^  „
1939 Я^июсегяз го?яяеяне Opp. — RAMACCiONi, p- 231, pi. a 8. Og. - 
? 1942 Я^яюсегяд sp. juv. cf. Я. го?яяе?ме Opp. -  IMLAY, p. 1445, pi. 4,
figs. 2 and 3. , „
? 1966 Ягтосегяя aff. 1ю?яяея^е Opr. -  LiNARES and VERA, pi. 3,
non 1970 ЯЫосегял cf. го?яяея&<з Opp. -  BERNOULLI and RENZ, p. 600, 
pi. 6, figs. 4 — 6.
non 1973 Я;жосегяз cf. Я. ^ я я е м е  (Opp.) -  VERMA and WESTERMANN,
1978 ¡StwoccrL fR J  м)?яяея^е яо^яяея-sc (Orp.) -  OLORiz, p. 219, pi.
non 1983 Ямяосигяз го?яяеяде (Opr.) -  CECCA et al., p. 119, pi. 3, 
f ig .  1 [ =  F. (F.Jae3MMHMe(MGii.)]
non 1984 Ямиосегяз t-o/яяся^е (Opr.) -  Rossi, p. Ho, pi. 35, fig. 
12 [ =  F. CF.) яезгяеяде (MGH)]
1986 Я^яюсегяз ъ-о?яяея^е (Огг.) -  SARTi, p. 508, pi. 6, fig. 7. 
non 1987 Ямяоссгяд aff. го?яяея5с (Opp.) -  FozY, p. pi. 1, fig. 1 [ — - f /
я^яеяне (Mon.)]
Material. Five fairly preserved specimens ( J - l p 9 4 4 - J - 10947, 
.1-10206) and some additional fragments from the Trandsdanubian Cent
ral Range.
Measurements.
J -1 0 9 4 4  П4 24 (21.0) ?18(?15.7) 69 (60.5)
96 19 (19.7) -  o9 (61.4)
91 18 (19.7) -  55 (60.4)
J  —10206 62 12 (19.3) ?12 (?19.3) 39 (62.9)
Description. Medium-sized forms with wide umbilicus, and whorl- 
section circular in the beginning and compressed-subangular later. The 
sculpture of the innermost whorls is a fine, dense, bifurcating ribbing, which
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becomes rarer, nearly radial with umbiiica) and ventrolateral tubercules 
in the middle and outer whorls. The rounded then longitudinally elongated 
outer tubercules appear earlier, while the later-appearing, somewhat wea­
ker umbilical tubercules show slight radial elongation. The whorls bear 
strong constrictions. The aperture is apparently simple. The suture-line is 
similar to that in other FoJaitoccra.s species, with wide external saddle and 
less-indented, rather narrow lateral lobe.
A well-preserved specimen (PI. VII, figs. 1 - 3 ) from Bed 25 of the 
Hárskut, profile 12 , though big (maximal diameter 114 mm), is immature, 
because does not show sutural crowding. Its suture line drawn at 97 mm 
diameter is shown in Text fig. 16. A11 individual peculiarity is that the pro­
ximal part of the body chamber shows traces of a repaired shell damage on 
both the lateral and ventral sides. Unfortunately the inner parts of the cast 
are strongly corroded, thus the contemporary sutures cannot be seen
One specimen from the Siimeg profile (PI. VIII, fig. 2) shows inner tu- 
bercule row of gradual differentiation, and attains full development at ca. 
16 mm umbilical width. At about 28 mm umbilical width these umbilical 
tubercules appear on the low er third of the slightly convex flank. The inner 
tubercules remain weaker than the outer ones. The ribs between the tuber­
cules are slightly arched, prorsiradiate, and reach the umbilical seam.
Remarks. This OppEL species, as a characteristic form in Tithonian 
faunas is commonly recorded from Mediterranean areas. Nevertheless, con­
cerning this classic species, and especially its stratigraphic distribution, 
numerous problems arise. Explanation was needed to interpret the fact, 
that tins species, member of a rapidly evolving group, "diappears" at the 
end of the Middle Tithonian Semiforme Zone, and "reappears" and beco- 
mes relatively common again one zone later. The solution, as it was sugges­
ted by CECCA et al. (1985) and SANTANTONio (1985) is that the specimens
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Frynre /6 . Folanocerus fPolanocera^ t-o/afunMe to/fMtetMe (OpPEL) ( J - 10944). 
Suture-line. H árskút, Kozoskút ravine, profile 12, Bed 25. Ponti Zone.
previously described uniformly as "voJuMcn.se", belong actually into diffe­
rent species. This problem is reflected in several earlier works as applied 
open nomenclature, uncertain determinations or interrupted distributions 
in faunal lists or range tabulations.
G E Y S S A N T  (1982) regarded the Semiforme Zone iorms (her iSimocerug 
n. sp. gr. voJuMCM.se) as the indirect ancestors of the "true" voJunncgc occur­
ring in the Ponti Zone. She based the infraspecific evolutionary connections 
on the punctuated equilibrium model, and understood the areal distribu­
tion of the species by allopatric spéciation.
CECCA et al. (1985) called the attention to a species, which was figured 
as a variety of voJuMen.se and described as "ae.s¿MeM.se" by MENEGHiNï (1885). 
According to CECCA et al., who interpreted this form as independent speci­
es, this is a voJuMCMse ally, appearing in the Semiforme Zone.
SANTANTONIO (1985) grouped and described similarly his material 
from the Central Apennines. He gave detailed descriptions on the species of 
OPPEE and MENEGHiNï. He recognized the associated appearance of small 
and big forms in the Tithonian beds, he applied microconch and macro­
conch expressions and treated the dimorphism on species level.
On the basis of the studied Transdanubian material and in accordance 
with the opinions of authors cited above, the s. str. P. (^P.^ voJctMeM.se is 
that form, which appears in the Ponti Zone. This can be separated from 
OrPEL's species both on morphological and stratigraphical grounds from 
the older form designated as species by MENEGHiNï. I t  is worth mentio­
ning, that the material of other sections suggests, that the specimens of 
PoJunocerug species in this restricted sense (i. e. PoJaMoceruA' f P J  voJuneM.se 
voJuneMAe are rather rare, while the ammonites of the P. f P J  ue-sinen-se group 
are more common.
P. ( P J  voJunen.se and the closely allied P. f P J  uegincn.se can be dis­
tinguished by the following features. The adult specimens of OpPEL's spe­
cies are larger, their nuclei show bifurcate ribbing, while P. f P J  ue-sinen.se 
has simple ribs. The middle whorls of P. f P J  voJunen.se bear weaker inner 
tubercules than the species of MENEGHiNï. This distinction, however, is less 
clear in mature body chambers. The suture-line of P. f P j  voJunen.se is 
incised with deeply elongated lateral lobe, while the suture is rather simple 
in P. f P J  oasinen.se. As it was mentioned above, the two species is separated 
also in stratigraphic range.
Another problem is the distinguishing of these two species from the 
form described by ScHNEiD as <S'. AcAíverJecAJuyer:. As a probably unten­
able solution, this latter form is treated here as subspecies of P. f P J  vo- 
Jonen.se. <S*. gc/i?verJ.sc/iJoyeri is characterized by prorsiradiate ribs and round- 
based, pointed tubercules, while s. str. voJunenge has nearly radial ribs and 
longitudinally elongated tubercules. However, the distinction between 
these forms needs further studies.
OppEL's species is distinguished from P. /  P J  MMiynurn and P. f P J  vi- 
cen/inMTM by its smaller size.
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As it is clear from the discussion above, the specimens united previously 
under the name can be ranged into some distinct species. Un­
fortunately the unfigured citations in the literature can be rarely evaluated 
correctly.
Of the citations mentioned in the synonymy the extra-Eauropean oc­
currences are of special interest. KRANTz (1028) mentions a well-preserved, 
partly shelly specimen from Argentina. At is was pointed out by K R A N T Z , 
this form differs from OppEL's species by its w horl-section, special sculpture 
and in lack of the characteristic constrictions. Thus it is probably not a 
conspecific, or even not a congeneric form.
The related form figured by IMLAY (1942) from Cuba as a juvenile 
is probably a microconch.
Distribution. This subspecies is characteristic in the Ponti Zone of the 
Mediterranean Tithonian.
Dimorphism. In this present work only the bigger, macroconchiate 
forms are ranged into OppEL's subspecies. The small, probably microconch 
forms are described in BoTuKOcercM nov. subgen. below.
FoiuMOcerag ("BcJaKoccrag^ t'o7ancM5e^c7Mrer7gc7i7uyeri (SciiNEiD, 1915)
Plate VIII, fig. 1
1915 A?M0cerag ATiwer^cAJayeri n. sp. — A/meid, p. 92, pi. 4, fig. 6.
1978 A p ó cem a (7?J t'oJaaeM.se ^c/naer^c/Jaycri (ScHNEiD) — OLÓRiz, p.
224, pi. 20, figs. 3 and 6.
1987 Awocera^gcAtreAcM ayeri (ScHNEiD) — FozY, pi. 2, fig. 5.
Material. A single specimen (J —10948) from Bed 42 of the Hárskút, 
Kózóskút ravine, profile II, and some uncertain fragments from other lo­
calities.
Measurements.
J-10948  ?77 14 (?18.1) ?14 (?18.1) 47 (?61.0)
Description. The specimen form the Hárskút profile shows the featu­
res described by ScHNEiD, i. e. the slightly prorsiradiate ribs and the row 
of round-based, pointed outer tubercules. The constrictions, just as in all 
Fo7n?M?ceru.s, are deep and prorsiradiate.
Remarks. GEYSSANT (1982) regarded ScHNEin's form as an indepen­
dent species, which forms a transition between the allied species of the 
Semiforme and Ponti Zones.
The naming of the Hárskút specimen as 3c7n¿-e?'7.sc7¿7ayeri may be 
curious, beacause the beds with A gc7nrer7.yc7?7ayeri of the Neuburg succes­
sion are better correlated with the Semiforme, than the Ponti Zone of the 
Mediterranean zonal scheme. Thus ,sc7nccr/.sc7;7ayer?*, as a subspecies, would 
be better ranged into the species B. aasiense. However, the Hárskút speci­
men came undoubtedly from the Ponti Zone, but shows the characteris­
tics of S c n x E in 's  species. To solve this problem, one needs detailed study 
on the geographic and stratigraphic distributions of these forms.
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Distribution. According to GEYSSANT (1082) the species is knwon only 
[rom the Brianconnais and Francony, but its presence in the s. str. Mediter­
ranean areas is also presumbale. GEYSSANT recorded the species from the 
Semiforme and Fallauxi Zones, the Hárskút specimen came from the Ponti 
Zone.
Dimorphism. This subspecies comprises of big forms only. The small 
forms are discussed together with other Volanoceras microconchs under 
the name Foianocerae nov. subgen.
Foianocerae f  FoJctMocerrMcf. roJaneM.sc (OrPEL, 1863)
Material. A single specimen (J — 10949) from Bed 65 of the Szilasárok 
profile.
Remarks. This strongly corroded body chamber fragment shows, that 
the outer marginal tubercules of the slightly prorsiradiate rib endings are 
similar to those on OpPEL's species. The inner tubercules are undeveloped. 
The bed which gave the specimen can be ranged into the Ponti Zone.
Foia?ioeerav (* Foianoceva-sJ ae.siHCM.se (MENEGHiNi, 1885)
Plate VIII. fig. 3 and 4, plate IX, figs. 1, 2 and 3, Plate X, fig. 2, text-fig. 17
pars 1870 Siniocerae FoJanase Orr. -  ZiTTEL, p. 213, pi. 23, fig. 7. 
(probably only outer whorls)
1885 RiíMoceras FoianeM.se Opp. -  MENEGHiNi, p. 376, pi. 20, fig. 4. 
(Under the name aeeinenee, as a variety of voianense in the 
text)
1983 /SiTnocerae (ISiMwcera ,̂) roianense (Opp.) — CECCA et a!., 
p. 119, pi. 3, fig. 1.
1984 iSimocerae ^ fS iw o cera .svoiaHeH.se (Opp.) — R o ss i, p. 115, 
pi. 35, fig. 12.
v. pars 1984 <Si?HOceva.s (*<Si)vocera^voianeH.se voianenee (Opp.) — ViGH, 
pp. 22, 29.
1985 <SÍHmceraeaeeÍHeHgeMENEGHiNi-SANTANTONio, p. 15, pi. 1, 
figs. 2 and 3, pi. 2, figs. 2, 3 and 6. (only)
1987 <ST?H0ceroN aff. voianeM.se (Opp.) — FÓZY, pi. 1, fig. 1.
Material. Seven fairly-preserved specimens ( J —10950 —J —10955, 
j  —9778) and some further fragments from the Transdanubian Central 
Range.
Measurements.
J - 10950 91 17 (18.6) ?14 (?15.3) 56 (61.5)
J-10951 106 23 (21.6) 18 (16.9) 67 (63.2)
86 ?17 (?19.7) ?16 (?18.6) 54 (62.7)
82 16 (19.5) ?14 (?17.8) 52 (63.4)
75 16 (21.3) ?14 (?18.6) 44 (58.6)
J - 10952 98 19 (19.3) 18 (18.3) 62 (63.2)
80 15 (18.7) 14 (17.5) 49 (61.2)
J - 10955 ?112 24 (?21.4) 24 (?21.4) 75 (?66.9)
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7'tyMre 77. PoMwccern.! ^Po7anoc<?r<M  ̂ (MENEOHixi) ( J —7098Í).
Suture-!ine. H árskút, K özöskút ravine, coilccted from ioose materia!.
Description. The Hárskút specimen ranged here in this species was 
previousiy figured (FŐZY 1087) as <S'MMocera.s aff. roJaMCtt.se (Orr.). This 
ammonite (N. X, fig. 2) has been collected by A. G A L Á cz  from the loose 
materia! of the section. This is an almost entire specimen, and on the basis 
of sutura! crowding (Text-fig. 17) it is an adult form. The body chamber 
occupies ca. 2/3 of the last whorl. At the end of the cast the body chamber is 
narrowed by a strong, constriction-like intercostal space, probably also 
indicating the ceasing of growth and forming the final aperture. The middle 
whorls of the specimen are corroded, the nucleus is missing. Though it can 
be ranged into the aesiense group described in detail by S A N T A N T O N io  
(1985), its rarer ribs in the middle whorls and longitudinally more elonga­
ted umbilical tubercules are somewhat different.
The F. f F J  aasiMeMse specimen from Bed 53 of the Lókút profile (PI. 
IX, figs. 1 and 2), with its very strong, cogged outer tubercules in the midd­
le whorls, is very similar to the forms Kin. 1. and N83 Col. 23. figured by 
SANTATNONIO (1985).
The specimens from Beds 92 and 93 of the Szilasárok profile (Pl. VIII, 
fig. 3 and 4) are strongly corroded interna! mould fragments. Their iden­
tity with MENEGHiNi's species is proved by the strong inner tubercules and 
the well-developed ribs. The radial elongation of the inner ribs, as compared 
to that of the outer ones, is conspicuous.
The specimen (Pl. IX, fig. 3) from Bed 4 of the Margit Hill Upper 
Jurassic profile (Gerecse Mts.) is very near to that form which has been 
described by CECCA et al. (1981) as <S'. (*roJaMCM.sc. then subsequently re­
figured by SANTANTONio ( 1985) as <S'. ac-siMeM-sr. Both ammonites have a row 
of conspicuously elongated, strong umbilical tubercules.
Remarks. S A N T A N T O N io  (1985) gave detailed description on the spe­
cies. This form differs from the classic yoJaMCM.se of OrPEL by its smaller 
size, more robust sculpture, better-developed inner tubercule-row, single- 
ribbed nucleus and less-incised suture-line.
Distribution. F. ( 'F J  ae.siMen.se is a. characteristic element in the Semi­
forme Zone of the Mediterranean Tithonian.
Dimorphism. This is a dimorphic species. SANTANTONio (1985) distin­
guished the dimorphic pairs on specific level. In this present work oniy the 
big (macroconchiate) forms are ranged into MENEGHiNi's species, the 
macroconchs are treated within FoJaaoceros nov. subgen.
FoJaaocera^ C F o JaM O cerag ^  l a a y a a i a  (O L Ó B iz , 1 9 7 8 )
Plate X, fig. 1, Plate XI, fig. 1
1905 <S'MMOce?*a.s FoJaMea.se Opp. — D E L C A M P A N A , p. 110, pi. 16, fig. 9. 
1978 <Si?Moceras t-oJaaea.se atayaMa; subsp. nov. — O L Ó R iz , p. 19, pi.
20, fig. 2.
1984 ¿)!7MCceras voJaaeM.se aiayaMia OLÓRiz — ViGH, p. 16, pi. 2, fig. 1.
Material. There fairly-preserved fragmentary internal casts (J —10158, 
J-10956, J-9791).
Description. Large form with wide umbilicus. Th whorl-section is 
slightly compressed, subtrapezoidal with 33 to 44 mm height and 30 to 36 
mm corresponding width. Inner whorls are unknown. The middle and ou­
ter whorls bear strong, radial ribs, which end on the umbilical and ventro­
lateral margin in well-developed tubercules. The inner tubercules are 
thickened into bullae, while the outer tubercules are longitudinally elon­
gated, usually slightly projected. The apertural features are incompletely 
known. The relatively simple suture-line is characterized by broad exter­
nal saddle, narrower lateral lobe and strongly indented further sutural ele­
ments.
Ammonites ranged into this species were yielded only by the Sümeg pro­
file. The here figured specimens, despite the strong subsolution, show the 
strong tubercules and the thick connecting ribs clearly. The whorl-section 
is of characteristically trapezoidal in outline. The beds yielding F. ("F.̂ l 
loayMMia specimens were ranged by ViGH (1984) into the Burckhardticeras 
Zone.
Remarks. This species attaining 25 cm diameter is hitherto known 
only by fragments. This is a rare form, and is extremely evolute shell breaks 
into fragments easily.
The specimens figured by SANTANTONio (1985) as Bi/Moce/aó- Miceaii- 
MMMi are very near to this species.
The BaeJicocera-s species of G E Y S S A N T  (1979), with their peculiar 
doubled ribs and characteristic tubercules are well distinguished from the 
large-sized FoJaaoce?*a.s.
Distribution. This species is characteristic in the Mediterranean 
?Middle — Upper Tithonian. The exact stratigraphic range remains to be 
cleared.
Dimorphism. F. (*F.  ̂ aiayaMia presumably comprises macroconchs 
of a dimorphis species. The microconchs are to be grouped in FoJaaocera# 
nov. subgen.
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?FoJaH.oœra3 ^FeJaKOceraa^ sp. aff. MiayuMm (OnÓRiz, 1978)
Plate XI, fig. 2
Material. One single specimen (J —10957) from Bed 43 of Hárskút, 
Közöskút ravine, profile II.
Description. The figured specimen is a badly preserved body chamber 
fragment, with weak tubercule rows, dense, moderately strong ribs. These 
features differ from those of the species of Onómz so, that even the generic 
arrangement is uncertain. The specimen came from the Ponti Zone.
Subgenus Fo%a?wce?'6M nov. subgen.
Observations. Associated to the numerous big Middle Tithonian Fo- 
JaMOcerag, there are several characteristically small, but similarly sculptured 
ammonites. Transitional forms are practically missing, thus the small 
specimens cannot be regarded as nuclei. Most probably these small ammo­
nites are the microconch pairs of the big (macroconchiate) forms.
According to the proposal of CA LLO M O N  (1969, p. 116) these small 
forms would need a subgenus of their own, however, in lack of stratigraphi- 
cally well-controlled, rich material, designation of a new name seems im­
practical now. A possible solution is the application of open nomenclature. 
Thus the unnamed new subgenus used here below comprises of the micro- 
conchs of the abovediscussed F. ("F.̂ l acgtKCM.se, F. f'F.J wJattettRe, F. (*F.̂ ) 
TMoyttMMt and F. f F J  p ra e c M n s o r  (S A N T A N T O N io , 1985) species.
Occurrence. The forms ranged in this subgenus (just as those of the 
nominate macroconchiate subgenus) are characteristic elements of the 
Mediterranean Lower and Middle Tithonian faunas.
FoJattoceraR nov. subgen. div. sp.
Plate IX, figs. 4, 5 and 6
Material. Three specimens (J —10958 —J  —10960) from Bakony Mts. 
profiles.
Measurements.
J-10958  -  7 (?) 7 (?)
J-10960  21 5 (23.8) ?5 (?23.8) 11 (52.3)
Description. The specimen from Bed 25 of the Hárskút, Közöskút 
ravine, profile 12 (Plate IX. fig. 6) is an entirely chambered, fragmentary 
internal mould with preserved traces of shell on the venter. Inner whorls 
are missing. The ribs are strong, slightly prorsiradiate, ending in well-de­
veloped, longitudinally elongated tubercules on the ventrolateral margin.
The specimen from Bed 66 of the Szilasárok profile (Plate IX, fig. 5) 
is a moderately corroded internal cast. Because of the poor preservation, 
the style of ribbing is uncertainly deciphered, but simple ribs seem most
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probable. The slightly projected ribs of the outer whorls end in longitudi 
nally somewhat elongated tubercules.
One specimen (Plate IX, fig. 4) from the Tithonian beds of the Ldkut 
Hill profile (exact horizon is unknown) has damaged inner whorls, but the 
inner parts seems to be sculptured with bifurcating ribs up to 10 to 15 mm 
diameter. The level of bifurcation is at the lower third of the flank. At ca. 
20 mm diameter the simple ribs are slightly prorsiradiate, and are termi­
nated in strong outer tubercules. Umbilical tubercules remain unconspi- 
cuous until the maximal diameter of the fragment. The end of the frag­
mentary internal mould bears a strong constriction probably showing the 
ceasing of shell-growth.
Genus <S'?'7Moce?YM Zi rrun, 1870
Type species. Mraaciaa^MA' QuENSTEDT, 1845, by subse­
quent designation of FisciiER, 1882. For the problematics of interpreta­
tion of the type species see GEYSSANT 1985.
Occurrence. The genus is of index value in the Mediterranean Middle 
Tithonian.
Dimorphism. Dimorphism within this genus is hitherto undocumented.
<$MMCC%rU.3 ¿nrMMCtTMfMTTI (QUENSTEDT, 1845)
Plate XII, figs. 3 and 4
1845 Hraacianias Q. — QuENSTEDT, p. 683.
1848 A ¿arMacianfag Q. — QuENSTEDT, p. 260, pi. 19, 
fig. 14.
pars 1870 <S'i?nocera,s ¿nraMciana/g Q. — ZiTTEL, p. 92, pi. 32, fig. 6 (only)
? 1961 <Siaioccrag tSimoce/a.sMraMfianiaiM Q. forma ueyera catcar 
(ZlETEN 1830) -  HOLLMANN, p. 267, pi. 1. fig- 1- 
1978 Riyuocera-s (ISMno^oceras?,) ¿iraaciaa/am (Q.) — OuoRiz, p. 
24 1,pl. 20, figs. 7and8. ,
1983 <S'iamccra.s ^imoJ^oceras) &iraaciaa7aw (Q.) — GECCA  et a)., 
p. 120, pi. 2, fig. 2.
1984 <SMMOcera,s ^<S'taai^ocera.s?^ /oAa/<3?Me nov. ssp. — \IGH, p. iou,
1984 f*Si?ao /̂/ocera.s'j Mraaciaa/aai (Q.) — Rossi, p. 117,
pi. 35, fig. 6.
Observations. In spite being a "classic" species, this Q u E N S T E D T 's  form 
is in fact poorly known.
Of the specimens figured by ZiTTEL (1870), that on pi. 32. fig. 3, with 
weak inner tubercules and two constrictions on the smoothed body cham­
ber should be ranged into the species ¿'iaioJy/ocerag t-oJaaeasoiaes (\ IG H ).
The specimen of HOLLMANN (1961, pi. 1, fig. 1), as the author pointed 
out, is a sick, damaged individual.
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One of the specimens of OLÔRiz (1978, pi. 20, fig. 8), with conspicuousiy 
well-developed clavi, differs from all previously described specimens, and
is most similar to the ammonite from Sümeg (see below).
Only one figure (CECCA et al., 1983, pi. 2, fig. 2) shows the inner whorls 
of the conspecific iorms. Hiis Ammonite, however, as noticed by the 
authors also, differs from the type in having special tubercules on the 
outerside of the body chamber.
In determining fragments, some problems arised from the fact, that 
the sculpture is changing with individual growth, even on the body cham­
ber. Entiie, adult specimens are extremely rare. One cannot consider un­
feasible, that this apparently variable species will be subdivided by further 
studies.
Material. Two specimens (J-9792, J -  10961) and few fragments from 
the Sümeg profile.
Measurements.
J -9 7 6 2  ?64 ?17 (?26.5) ?13 (?20.3) 36 (?56.2)
?54 ?14 (?25.9) ?12 (?22.2) 29 (?53.7)
Description. 1 he figured specimen has a shallow umbilicus, the um­
bilical margin rounds evenly into the slightly convex flanks. Inner whorls 
are missing, and the middle whorls are strongly corroded. The last whorl 
shows clearly the umbilical tubercules, which continue into the flanks as 
nb-hke folds. At ca. 30 mm umbilical diameter the specific outer tubercules 
are visible. The tubercules are of medium-strength in the beginning then 
change into very strong clavi. The well-developed, longitudinally flattened 
tubercules appear in pairs in each side of the venter of the body chamber. 
There is only a single constriction at the beginning of the penultimate 
whorl. The corrosion of the internal cast makes the end of the phragmocone 
only guessed, however the length of the body chamber can be estimated as 
a whole whorl. Suture-line cannot be seen, the aperture is missing.
Remarks. The Sümeg specimen cannot be matched exactly with 
QuEHSTED-r's type. The former is somewhat more evolute, has rarer um­
bilical tubercules and unusually strengthened clavi on the body chamber. 
\\ ith this last feature it is close to one of the figured specimens of OLÔRiz 
(1978, pi. 20, fig. 8). On the other hand, the rare inner tubercules and the 
few (one) visible constrictions are similar also to those on one of the forms 
figured by ZiTTEL (1870, pi. 32, fig. 6).
Distribution. This species is characteristic in the Fallauxi Zone of the 
Mediterranean 1 ithonian. OLÔRiz (1978) regarded this QuENSTEDT's speci­
es, together with <S. as zonal index. His "Admirandum —
Biruncinatum Zone" corresponds to the upper part of the Fallauxi Zone.
Dimorphism. This is undocumented for this species; this aspect needs 
further studies.
^ ___________________________  1. FOZY
/SilKOCCriM (ZiTTEL, 1869)
Plate X II, figs. 1 and 2, P late XV, figs. 1, 2 and 3
1869 AwnwoTMles adwiraTidiAs ZiTTEL — ZiTTEL, p. 148.
1870 <SMKoce?-6M odmiraTidMiN ZiTTEi. — ZiTTEL, p . 212, pi. 31, fig. 6, pi. 32, 
figs. 1 —3.
1871 ¿¡TmOCerfM a<%77M?TMMÎM7% ZiTTEL — GEMMELLARO, p. 39, pi. 8, figs. 
4 and 5.
1885 iSwMocerag admiraNdtoK ZiTTEL — MENEGHiNi, p. 374: pi. 20, fig. 5. 
1978 <SimoceraN adwiimNdMMi ZiTTEL — ÛLÔRiz, p. 229, pi.
20, fig- 1.
1984 ¿?MMOcer<M ('¿siTMOcera.s  ̂ Gdwiira?idM7?i ¿ad*o?i?/CN.sc nov. ssp. — ViGH, 
p. 73, pi. 1, fig- 5.
Observations. This species is a very characteristic element of the Tit- 
honian faunas, nevertheless it  is poorly known because of rarity of inner 
whorls and entire specimens. Well-preserved and rich material may result 
in the splitting of the forms described until now as ¿?. adwircuidMTK, and/or 
in the clearing of dimorphism suggested for this group.
Material. 11 fairly or badly-preserved specimens ( J -  10962 —J — 10970, 
J  —9808, J  — 10272) and some further fragments from the Bakony profiles.
Measurements.
J - 10272 ?68 16 (?23.5) 18 (26.4) 34 (?50.0)
59 15 (25.4) 16 (27.1) 31 (62.5)
J - 10967 -  39 28
Description. Medium-sized, relatively widely-umbilicated form. The 
flanks are convergent, neither umbilical, nor sharp ventrolateral margin 
occur. The section of the inner whorls is subcircular, of the middle whorls is 
oval with maximal width in the lower part. The big-sized body chamber 
fragments belonging possibly to adult specimens show stronger compres­
sion.
As it has been pointed out even by ZiTTEL (1869), the innermost whorls 
bear fine, simple ribbing. The poorly-preserved Bakony material includes 
only a single specimen (J - 10962) showing this feature. From the second or 
third whorls onwards, the ribbing changes into rows of rarer umbilical and 
denser ventrolateral tubercules. Tliis sculpture reminds th a t on the vola- 
nense group, but differs in the consequently alternating position of the 
tubercules on the venter.
The number of the inner tubercules is the half of the outer ones on the 
middle and outer whorls. The alternating position of the outer tubercules 
remains constant. On the middle whorls the ribs arising from the inner 
tubercules reach only the middle part of the flanks.
The Bakony profiles yielded numerous body chamber fragments of 
big specimens, which are very close to the similarly fragmentary examples 
figured by ZiTTEL (1870, pi. 32, fig. 3). Though the internal casts from the
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Bakony are strongly subsolved, the bifurcating, tuberculated ribs arising 
from the umbilical tubercules are shown clearly (PI. XII, fig. 2). However 
these big body chamber fragments came separated from inner whorls 
thus their connections remain conditional.
There are one or two constrictions per whorl from early ontogenetic 
stages. Details of the suture-line and features of the aperture cannot be 
seen in either Bakony specimens.
Remarks. <S'. ndwiwMdMm is most closely allied to <$*. &irMMciM3JM?M and 
3M&dMCMM3e. But its bigger size and different sculpture on its body 
chamber distinguishes from both.
Distribution. Characteristic in the Mediterranean Tithonian. OLÔRiz 
(1978) suggested <S. 3dwMr3MdMm (with <S'. ¿nrMMcianJM?M) as a zonal in­
dex. The "Admirandum — Biruncinatum Zone" of OLÔRiz is equivalent to 
the upper part of the Fallauxi Zone.
Dimorphism. Though evidences from the hitherto known materia! 
are weak, this species is apparently dimorphic. The inner whorls of the 
micro-and macroconch form are seemingly very similar, while well-pre­
served adult specimens are missing. Probable macroconchs are the previ­
ously described big specimens (ZiTTEL 1870, pi. 32, fig. 3; GEMMELLARO 
1871, pi. 8, figs. 4, 5; ÜLÔRiz 1978, pi. 20, fig. 1) and the majority of the 
Hungarian material. Possible microconch is the specimen of MENEGHiNi 
(1885, pi. 20, fig. 5) and one form from Bed 79 of the Szilasârok profile 
(PI. XV, fig. 2) Both ammonites have slightly excentric last whorl, thus 
despite their small size they are adults and consequently microconchs.
Genus ¿'MMoJy/ocern-s OLÔRiz, 1978
Type species. «Simocem-s ^MMoJyJocerng  ̂ 3MdaJMCMM.se Oi.ÔRiz, 1978, 
by original designation.
Observations. <%7McJŷ ocera.s was introduced by OLÔRiz as a subgenus 
of <SiMM?cerae. Besides the type species, he ranged — with question mark — 
only one species into this subgenus: <$. &trMMciM3%M?M. This present work 
ranges, additionally to the type species, two further forms from the Ba­
kony as new species.
Occurrence. On the basis of data known until now this genus can be 
regarded as a characteristic faunal element in the Mediterranean Middle 
Tithonian.
Dimorphism. No dimorphism has been documented within this genus.
<S'MMoJ?//ocer(M cf. 3M&dMcieM.se OLÔRiz, 1978
cf. 1978 ^iTMOCcwN îMioJylocerM^MMduJMCMM&enov. sp. — OLÔRiz, p. 238, 
pi. 20, fig. 4.
Material. A single, badly preserved fragmentary internal mould (J — 
10971) from Bed 65 of the Szilasârok profile.
Measurements.
J - 10971 55 10 (18.1) 10 (18.1) ?32 (?58.1)
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Description. A relatively small form with wide umbilicus. The low 
umbilical wall rounds into the slightly convex flanks without umbilical 
edge. The whorl-section is circular, its width is nearly equal with its height 
at 56 mm diameter. The imprint of the fragmentary specimen shows, 
that it was ribbed up to about 22 mm diameter. With individual growth the 
ribs become rarer and end in the outer part in longitudinally elongated 
tubercules. There are 1 or 2 (?3) deep constrictions per whorl with projec­
ted outer parts. According to OnÔRiz (1978) the fading of the sculpture be­
comes apparent usually from 55 mm diameter. This last state cannot be 
seen on the fragment from the Szilasârok profile.
Remarks. This species of ÜLÔRiz is incompletely known. The single 
previously figured specimen (the type) is badly preserved, fragmentary.
<$. is very close to X. t'oJimea.soi&.s. The distinguishing
features are the wider umbilicus and the strong ventrolateral tubercules 
in the middle whorls of the former species.
Distribution. OnÔRiz recorded his specimen from the Burckhardti- 
ceras Zone of the Subbetics. The Szilasârok sped men came from the same 
stratigraphic horizon (Ponti Zone).
roJaMewsoMes (ViGH, 1984)
Plate XIII, figs, 1, 2 and 3, Plate XIV. fig. 3, text-fig. 18
1870 QuENSTEDT —ZrrTEL, p. 92, pi. 32, fig. 5.
v 1984 Xiwocem-s ('Z.yfoyyrocemgJ w&MieMsoidas nov. ssp. —
ViGH, p. 74, pi. 3, figs 1 and 2.
Material. Five well- or fairly-preserved specimens (J —10972 —J  — 
10974, J-9802 , J-9803) from the Bakony profiles.
Measurements.
J  —9803 (Holotype) 86 21 (24.4) 20 (23.2) 46 (53.4)
67 16 (23.8) 16 (23.8) 36 (53.7)
J -  9802 85 20 (23.5) ?14 (?16.4) 44 (51.7)
65 17 (26.1) ?14 (?21.5) 33 (50.7)
J —10972 84 16 (19.0) ?14 (?16.6) 47 (55.9)
J - 10973 82 22 (26.8) 18 (21.9) 47 (57.3)
Description. Medium-sized, evolute form. The umbilical wall is low 
and steep, the umbilical margin is rounded. The somewhat convergent 
flanks are slightly convex, the ventrolateral margin is arched. The whorl- 
section is subtrapezoidal in the middle whorls and suboval on the body 
chamber.
Nucleus is missing in all specimens. The visible inner whorls are den­
sely ribbed up to ca. 20 mm diameter. Some of the slightly prorsiradiate 
ribs bear hardly-visible small swellings on the upper part. In one speci­
men from the Lékùt Hill profile the ribbing is ceased abruptly with a 
strong constriction. On the middle whorls weak umbilical tubercules and 
oblique ventrolateral tubercules appear. These latter ones become gradu-
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V& <Swio^oee?*<M (ViGH) ( J -  10973).
Cross-section. SzilasArok, Bed 80, Fallauxi Zone.
ally more elongated, showing similarities to the ventrolateral tubercules 
of <S. MrMwcwaiMiK. The flanks bear feeble, vague ribs arising from the um­
bilical tubercules. The umbilical and ventrolateral tubercules fade out gra­
dually on the end of the adult whorl, and the terminal part of the body 
chamber becomes completely smooth.
On each whorl there are 2 — 3 constrictions which curve slightly for­
ward near the venter. Aperture is unknown, the suture-line, because of 
subsolution, cannot be studied in detail.
Remarks. ViGH (1984) ranged the Lôkùt specimens as subspecies of 
<S. fA J 3M&6e?tcM7M OLÔRiz. However, these ammonites are distinguished 
from the species of OLÔRiz, because this latter lacks the ventrolateral tu­
bercule row.
The Bakony specimens, especially the holotype, are very close in size 
and sculpture to that figured by ZiTTEL as & (1870, pi. 32,
fig. 5). As it was mentioned above in the description of <S. ¿ûrMMCîMidMTM, 
ZiTTEL s specimen, having a smoothed body chamber, differs from this 
group.
The here figured ammonites are very similar to those published by 
O L Ó R iz and T A V E R A  (1977). They ranged those specimens into their new 
genus . The Bakony specimens are especially close to the
species described as Joyen-eMge (p. 184, pl. 1, fig. 1 in O L Ó R iz and T A V E R A  
1977). Common features are in the umbilical tubercules and constrictions. 
But despite the obvious relations between the two forms, there are some 
differences, too : the species of O L Ó R iz and T A V E R A  has narrower umbilicus 
and higher whorls. The figure shows, that the outer tubercules of <?. Joy'e- 
Mewse are weaker than those of & However, the Spanish
specimens are corroded, their inner whorls are missing, thus the relations 
between the two species remain problematic.
Distribution. The two specimens described by ViGH came from the 
<S.yh№iMa;i-bearing Beds 43 and 44 of the Lókút Hill profile. New collections 
yielded specimens from the same horizon in tho Szilasárok section and from 
Hárskút, Közöskút ravine, profile II. The related & JoyeweHse has been des­
cribed from "the base of the Upper Tithonian".
Dimorphism. No dimorphism has been evidenced in the case of this 
species.
fStmcJy/occra.s viyAi nov. sp.
Plate XIV, figs. 1 and 2
Derivatio nominis: After the late CuszTÁv Vicn, paleontologist, who 
made very important contributions to the knowledge of the Upper Jurassic 
faunas of the Transdanubian Central Range.
Locus typicus: Hárskút, Közöskút ravine, profile II ; Bakony Mts., 
Transdanubian Central Range.
Stratum typicum: Bed 49 of the profile, i.e. Middle Tithonian (Fallauxi 
Zone); Pálihálás Limestone Formation.
Diagnosis: Medium-sized with rib-like, elongated um­
bilical tubercules and dense, alternating ventrolateral tubercules on the 
middel whorls, and dense, strong, projected constrictions a t the end of 
the adult body chamber.
Material. A single, fairly-preserved specimen ( J —10975).
Measurements.
J - 10975 (Holotype) 104 28 (26.9) ?22 (?21.1) 53 (50.9)
84 20 (23.8) 15 (17.8) 47 (55.9)
72 19 (26.3) -  40 (55.5)
Description. Medium-sized, moderately evolute iorm. The umbilical 
wall rounds into the almost flattened flank without sharp umbilical edge. 
The venter is rounded. The flanks are slightly convergent, the whorl-sec­




The inner and middle whorls are partly missing. The tubercules at the 
umbilical margin are radially elongated and smoothed out at the upper 
part of the flanks. There are rows of dense alternating, slightly elongated 
tubercules on the ventrolateral margins. The sculpture reaches the proxi­
mal half of the body chamber. The apertural part of the body chamber 
bears three projected constrictions. The body chamber of the mature spe­
cimen occupies about three-quarter of the last whorl.
The aperture is unknown and the details of the suture-line are obscu­
red by subsolution.
Remarks. On the basis of its sculpture, this species is near to *9. nd- 
7MÍra%dMM and <S. t'o&i??cw,.sn?de.S'. However, <S'. has substantially denser 
ventrolateral tubercules in the middle whorls. Other difference is that the 
tubercules are much finer and elongated radially in this new species, while 
in <S'. w)JM7K3M,.so?*de.s this elongation is oblique on the stronger tubercules. 
The closely-spaced constrictions on the adult body chamber are important 
specific characters, too.
Distribution. The species is hitherto known only from a single bed of 
the Fallauxi Zone of the Hárskút profile.
Dimorphism. Having only a single specimen, this aspect cannot be 
discussed.
Genus Ay/oyyroceraa SPATn. 1925
Type species. AnuHoyM/e.s yb.scialws Q u E N S T E D T , 1848 = 3/riclM.s 
CATULLO, 1846, pi. 6, fig. 2, by original designation of SPATH (1925, p. 131).
Observations. The genus has been based by SPATH on the species of 
QuENSTEDT, which is a senior synonym of ¿yloyyrocera-s (CATULLO,
1846).
Occurrence. On the basis of the scattered data, this genus is a Middle 
Tithonian element in the Mediterranean region.
Dimorphism. No dimorphism has been shown in connection if this 
genus.
Ayloyyrocera-s gln'cfMWi (C A T U L L O . 1846)
Plate XV, fig. 4
1846 ÆM7M07Mle.s gbiclM/a CATULLO —CATULLO, p. 132, pi. 6, fig. 2.
1848 y47M7M07M!e.sycMc:a!M.sQuENSTEDT —QuENSTEDT, p. 171, pi. 20,fig. 11. 
1870 /?MKocera.s -sOrclMTn CAT. — ZiTTEL, p. 90, pi. 32, fig. 4.
1876 /SÍTKOreru.SglnclMwCAT. — GEMMELLARO, p. 53, pi. 10, fig. 4.
Material. A single internal mould (J —10208) from the Sümeg profile.
Measurements.
J - 10208 ?88 ?21 (?23.8) -  ?51 (?57.9)
76 ?18 (?23.6) ?!4 (?18.4) 44 (57.8)
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Description. Medium-sized, very evolute form with shadow umbilicus. 
The whorl-section is strongly compressed oval. The inner whorls of the 
specimen are missing, the body chamber is strongly corroded. The smooth 
shell has strong, slightly projected constrictions. The aperture is missing, 
suture-line cannot be studied.
Remarks. This species can be easily distinguished from the other con­
generic forms by its strongly compressed whorl-section. The style of the 
constrictions is a further distinguishing feature from the similarly smooth
The Sümeg specimen shows good agreements with the specimens tigu- 
red by QuENSTEDT (1848) and ZiTTEL (1870).
Ayfoyyroceras stiMeíicMin Oi.dmz, 1978 
Plate XIII, figs. 4 and 5
1978 <SMMOcera.s (*Ay?oyy?'Ocera.s-) .SMÚAc/icMMi nov. sp. — ÜLÓRiz, p. 232, 
pi. 19, figs. 2 and 3.
non 1984 .S'MMccera.s ('Ayioyyrocera.s) OLÓRiz-Rossi, p. 116.
pi. 35, figs. 1 and 2.
non 1984 RtwtoceriM? ('Aŷ oyyroceiYMj stiMeiicMW nov. ssp. -
ViGH, p. 74, pi. 3, figs- 1 
1987 Ly/oyyroce/'a.s sp. — FőzY, pl. 2, fig. 3.
Material. One well-preserved specimen (J —10976), and two fragments 
from Bed 42 of the Hárskút, Közöskút ravine, profile II. All are internal
casts.
Measurements.
.1 — 10976 42 10 (23.8) 8 (19.0) 25 (59.5)
38 9 (23.6) 7 (18.4) 21 (55.2)
35 7 (20.0) 6 (17.1) 19 (54.2)
Description. Small form with wide and shallow umbilicus. The low, 
oblique umbilical wall rounds into the slightly convex flanks without for­
ming sharp margin. The venter is rounded, the whorl-section is circular m 
the inner whorls and somewhat compressed in the outer whorls. . . . .
The inner whorls have fine ribbing. Most ribs bifurcate at the middle- 
height of the flanks, but some simple ribs also occur. The ribs are radial or 
slightly curved forward. At about 20 mm diameter the ribbing disappears, 
and the middle and outer whorls are completely smooth. The thirds whorl 
is damaged in the Hárskút specimen, thus the transition between these sta­
ges cannot be seen. There are 2 - 3  strong, ventrally projected constrictions
per whorl. ,
Aperture and suture-line are not visible m the Bakony specimens. 
Remarks. A. gMÚMicMin is distinguished from A. ¿y'oyyriAS by its bifur­
cating and finer ribs. A further difference is that the smooth stage appears 
earlier in A. %y?oyyr?M. On the other hand A. Afric/wn is characteristically
bigger.
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PLATE 1.
Fig. 1. Remi/ormieero.9 semiforme (OrPKL) (J  -  10869). Big, adult, nearly complete specimen. 
H árskút, Kozoskút ravine, profile II , Bed 69. The specimen was figured by FÓZY (1987, 
PI. 1, fig. 2.) as Remí/ormícírcM semiforme (OppEi.). Semiforme Zone.
Fig. 2. Remf/ormtceros semiforme (OrrEL) ( J - 10871). Medium -  sized, adult, nearly com­
plete specimen. Szilas&rok, Bed 93. The specimen was figured by F6zY (1987, PI. 1. 
fig. 3.) as Remt/brwticeraA semiforme (Oppel). Semiforme Zone.
Fig. 3. Nemt/brmtcercM semiforme (O PPEL) ( J —10171). Medium-sized, adu lt specimen w ith 
fragm entary body chamber. SOmeg.
Fig. 4. Semiformiceras semiforme (OprRL) (J  -10872). Medium-sized, adult, nearly entire spe­
cimen. Sümeg.
Figs. 6, 6 . Semiformiceros /o iiau^ i (O PPEL ) (J  -  10874). Medium-sized specimen, w ith frag­
m entary  adu lt body chamber. Siimeg.
(Figures, except PI. XIV. fig. 2. are in natu ral size. Arrows indicate beginning of body
chamber.)
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PLA TE II .
Fig. 1. jflapíoceraN ^//apioceras) (Ort-Ht.) ( J -  10888). Medium-sized, probably aduit,
nearly entire specimen. Rendkő.
Fig. 2, 3. H«pá)cer<M ^Lfapiocerns^ e/wíoíMM (OPPEL) (J  — 10893). Small, young, nearly entire 
specimen. H árskút, K őzöskút ravine, profile II , Bed 51. Fallauxi Zone.
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P L A T E  I I I .
F ig s . 1, 2. H a p lo c w w  f7/«p7ocer(M,i M?oA7eri (OPPEL) ( J  — 10897) S m alt, p ro b a b ly  a d u l t ,  n e a r ly  
e n tir e  sp e c im en . H á r s k ú t ,  K ö z ő s k ú t ra v in e , p ro file  12, B e d  12. U p p e r  T ith o n ia n .
F ig s . 3, 4. 7/apIocera.! (*7/'/po№.socera.s'J cnrncAíAeás (ZEUSCHNER) ( J  — 10909). M e d iu m -s iz ed , 
p ro b a b ly  a d u l t ,  n e a r ly  e n t i r e  sp e c im en . R e n d k ő .
F ig s. 5, 6. U ap io ce ras  fH ypolM .socerasJ lefosonm  (OrPEL) ( J — 10911). M e d iu m -s iz ed , a d u l t ,  
n e a r ly  e n tir e  sp ec im en . H á r s k ú t ,  K ö z ő s k ú t ra v in e , p ro file  I I ,  B e d  52. F a l la u x i  Z one.
F ig s. 7. / ia p lo c e ra s  7/ypo/MA'Ocera.s_) lefosorw! (OPPEL) ( J — 10914). F ra g m e n ta ry  sp e c im en . 
R e n d k ő .
F ig s. 8, 9. ifn p fo ceras fH y p o /w o ce ras ,)  rA inoiom um  ZiTTEL ( J  — 10918). F ra g m e n ta ry  b o d y  





Fies 1 2 H apfocera^^fapIocefaaJcaA st/eram nov. sp. (Holotype, J -9 6 7 2 ) . M edium-sized
' adult, nearly entire specimen. Lókút H i4, Bed 56. Lower Tithonian, Darwm. o r  Sem.- 
forme Zone.
Fig 3. Hapiocerna ^/vpo/M.!oceraaJ ecrruci/erum (Z iT T E L ) (.1 -  19919). Medmm-sized, adult, 
nearly entire specimen. L ókút H ill, Bed 53. Semiforme Zone.
Fig 4. Н ар/ocern.s ÍM/poItMoccra-sJ ем-rucifcrani (Z iT T E L ) ( J - 19935). Medium-sized, adult, 
nearly entire specimen. Szilasúrok, Bed 94. The specimen was f.gured by 1 ÓZY, (1987. 




Fig. I. Eaploceras fEypoitssocefa-a^ tem rci/erum  (Z tT T E L ) (J  —10938). Small, adult, nearly 
entire specimen. SzilasArok, Bed 93. Semiforme Zone.
Fig. 2. Eapolceras /Eapioceras^ casst/crmn nov. sp. (J —10901). Medium-sized, adult speci­
men. HArskút, K ozoskút ravine, profile 11, Bed 63. Darwini Zone.
Fig. 3. Eupioceras /7/apioceras/ cassf/eram nov. sp. (J —8048). Medium-sized, adult, nearly 





Figs. I, 2, P.seudolM.socorc.s o/oriet nov. sp. (Holotype, .1 -  10941). A dult, nearly entire speci­
men. H árskút, Kózoskút ravine, profile I I ,  Bed 66. ?H ybonotum  Zone.
Fig. 3- Huploceras ^Hypolwoceras^ rerruei/erum (/iTTHt.) (.1 —10926). Big, adult specimen, a 
body chamber fragment. H árskút, Kozoskút ravine, profile 11, Bed 57. Semiforme 
Zone.
Fig. 4. Haploceras fT/ypolM.socero.s.) rerruci/erum (Z iT T E L ) ( J —10934). Small, adult, nearly 
entire specimen. Szilasárok, Bed 94. Semiforme Zone.
Fig. 5. Haploceras fifypoHssocera^) uerrMcifefwn (ZrrrEL) ( J —10210). Small, adult, nearly 
entire specimen. Siimeg.
Fig. 6. Haplocera-s )*7fy?)oK-s.socern.sJ t'crruci/orum (Z n 'T E L )  ( J —10927). Small, adult, nearly 
entire specimen. H árskút, H ozóskut ravine, profile II , Bed 55. Semiforme Zone.
7  ANNAI.BS -  Sectio Geológica -  Tomus XXVIII.
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PLA TE V II.
Figs. 1, 2, 3. Foiattoceras f Foiattocera.s^ t o ia ? M n .s e  to ia M e N .se  ( O p p E r . )  ( J —10944). Subadult, 
nearly entire specimen w ith traces o f damaged shell on the posterior p a rt of the body 





Fig. 1. Folanoceras CIWaHocerH.sJt'oir<Me?Mesc/nceri.scAVa<7<-rt(ScnKEiD) (.1-10048). F ragm ent 
o ía  vottng specitnen. lfárskú t, Kozoskút ravine, profile I I ,  Bed 42. The specim en was 
figured by  FÓZY (1987, PI. I I .  Fig. 3.) as <Sirnoc<?rag sc/iwerl.wA/ayert (ScHXEio). Pont! 
Zone.
Fig. 2. Folanocerns (T'oIoMOcernsJ t-olanertse eolunetue (O rrm .) ( J - 10200). Fragm entary 
young specimen. Sumeg.
Fig. 3. Folanocerns ^FoIanoceras^aesinensefAlEXEGMixi) ( J —10934). Phragmocone frag­
m ent. SzilasArok, Bed 93. Semiforme Zone.
Fig. 4. Folanoceras ^Folanoceras^ ue-stwensr ( A l E x o m x i )  (J —10955). 1-iagment of a  y o tm g  




Figs. 1, 2. Foianoceras f Fokmocera-s-) uesmcnse (M nxEanixi) (J -  10932). N early entire young 
specimen. Lókút H ill, Bed 53. Semiforme Zone.
Fig. 3. Folanoceras fFolanoceras^ nestnense (MEXOHiNi) ( J - 10950). Fragm ent o f a  young 
specimen w ith partially  preserved shell. Margit Hill, Gerecse Mountains, Bed 4. Semi­
forme Zone.
Fig. 4. Fokmoceras nov. subgen. sp. (J  —10958). Probably adult, fragm entary specimen. 
From the loose m aterial of th e  L ókút H ill profile.
Fig. 5. Folanoccros nov. subg. sp. (J  —10960). Fragm entary specimen. Szilasúrok, Bed 66. 
Ponti Zone.
Fig. 6. Fokmoceras nov. subgen, sp. ( J —10959). F ragm entary young specimen. H árskút, 
K ózóskút ravine, profile 12, Bed 25. Ponti Zone.
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PLATE X .
Fig. 1. Fo/anorcra.s ^Folarroceras^ w tynum  (OLÓmz) ( J - 10158). Phragmocone fragment. 
Sümeg.
Fig. 2. Folanoceraa ^Fo/nt!Ocera.^tMst?te!Me(MENEaHmi)(J—10951). Adult specimen w ith 
damaged body chamber and nearly entire aperture. H árskút, Köxöskút ravtne, from 
the loose material. The specimen was figured by FŐZY (1987, Pl. 1. Ftg. 1.) as <Stmo- 
cera^ aff. (O rP E L ).
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PLATE X I.
Fig. 1. Mo/a?KicerfM ^Folnnocera.^ raaynMm (Ot.ÓRix) (J -9 7 9 1 ). Body cham ber fragment. 
Sümeg.
Fig. 2. f  Fo/anocera^ f Folanocern^ sp. aff. waynMW (OLÓmz) ( J  -  10957). Body chamber frag­




Fig. I. SwHoeeríM adu.traudum (ZtTTEL). (J  -  1097). Body chamber fragment of a young spe­
cimen. Figured by ViGH, G. (1984, pl. 1, fig. 5) as Rúnoccrn.s f-SMuocerasJ adm uaudum  
Aajkonycnae nov. ssp. Lókút Hill, Bed 43. Fallauxi Zone.
Fig. 2. 3i?noceras adfrandaw  (ZrrTEL) ( J - 10967). F ragm en t of the body chamber and a 
portion of the phragmocone of a  big specimen. H árskút, Közöskút ravine, profile II , 
Bed 47. Fallauxi Zone.
Figs. 3, 4. S i m o c f r a . s 6tr t< n cb iu iM ?n  (Q u E N S T E R T ) (.1-5792). Relatively small, adult specimen 
with damaged body chamber and missing middle whorls. The strong, „V '-shaped  




Figs. I, 2. <Sttno/y<occras to/mteinoides (ViGH) (J — 9803). Aduit, nearly entire specimen, figu­
red by Vic H, G. (1984, pi. 3, fig. 1) as .S'¿mocerH.s CLi/toyyreeera.!^ MíóóeltCMw eoIanenAot- 
drs nov. ssp. Lók út Hiil, Bed 44. Faiiauxi Zone.
Fig. 3. NiMto/yloeerastoIaiiensoides (ViGH) (Holotype, J  — 9802). Aduit, nearly entire specimen, 
figured by ViGH, G. (1984, pi. 3, fig. 2) as .Simoceras fLytoyyroceras) .wMettCMTn to/a- 
Krmotde.! nov. ssp. Lókút Hiil, Bed 43. Faiiauxi Zone.
Figs. 4, 5. Lytoyyroceras suMettCMW OLÓmz (J  —10976). Young, nearly entire spéciméi.. 
H árskút, Közöskút ravine, profile II , Bed 42. Ponti Zone. The specimen was figttred by 




Figs. 1. <Sw?to?yfocer<M atyái nov. sp. (Holotype, J —10975). Adult specimen w ithout inner 
whoris. H árskút, Közőskút ravine, profile II, Bed 49. FaUauxi Zone.
Fig. 2. (Stwtolytoceras atyát nov. sp. (Holotype, J —10975). Ventral view of an inner whorl. 
About two times enlarged. Közőskút ravine, profile II , Bed 49. FaUauxi Zone.
Fig. 3. iStMto/yfocertM aoietytettsotdes (ViOH) ( J — 10972). Adult, nearly entire specimen. H árs­
kú t, Közőskút ravine, profile II , Bed 60. FaUauxi Zone.




Fig. 1. iStmocwM adntM -andM M t (Z iT T E L ) (J  -  10968). Fragm ent o f  a medium-sized specimen. 
L<5kut Hili, Bed 43. Faliauxi Z o n e .
Fig. 2. SwiocercM adnttraudMnt (Z iT T E L ) (J  — 10963). Fragm ent of an adult (?), small specimen. 
Szilas&rok, Bed 79. Faliauxi Zone.
Fig. 3. fS im ocertM  adwtirandutM (Z iT T E L ) (J  —10962). Inner whorl of a  big specimen. Szilas- 
arok, Bed 77. Faliauxi Zone.
Fig. 4. LyiopyrocercM! siridaw  (C A TU LLO ) (J  —10208). Probably adult, nearly complete speci­
men. Sumeg.
8*
The species of OLÓRiz may be identical with that described by RA- 
MACCiONi (1939) as <S*. co^aricc:e?ne. However, the incomplete description 
and the photograph of the badly preserved specimen is insufficient for 
strict decision.
The ammonites figured by Rossi (1984) are more tightly coiled, more 
rapidly grown than the type, and they have fewer constrictions. Further 
difference is that the ribs are more projected on Rossi's specimens than on 
the holotype.
Those forms described by ViGH (1984) as new subspecies, with cha­
racteristic sculpture (i. e. elongated tubercules on the ventrolateral margin) 
can be ranged into the genus b'bito/y/ocem.s (see above).
Distribution. The species was hitherto known only from the Burck- 
hardticeras Zone of the Betic Cordilleras. The Bakony specimens came from 
the same stratigraphic horizon (i. e. Ponti Zone).
Dimorphism. No indications are known in this context.
* * *
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